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INTRODUCTION
The following report serves as the North Shore Fire Department’s “Integrated Risk Management Plan:
Standards of Cover” document. The Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI) defines the
process, known as “deployment analysis,” as written procedure which determines the distribution and
concentration of fixed and mobile resources of an organization. The purpose for completing such a
document is to assist the agency in ensuring a safe and effective response force for emergency medical
services, fire suppression, and specialty response situations in addition to homeland security issues.
Creating an Integrated Response Management Plan Standards of Cover requires a number of areas be
researched, studied, and evaluated. The following report begins with a risk assessment which includes an
overview of both the community and the agency. The risk assessment also includes an all hazard analysis
of the community. Following this overview, areas such as current deployment and a data driven
evaluation of the deployment are discussed. The agency embraces the concept of continuous
improvement with a plan for maintaining and improving response capabilities. The report concludes with
a correlation of the SOC to the Accreditation Model.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The North Shore Fire Department protects a diverse group of communities just north of the City of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Portions of the service area are considered one of the most densely populated
areas in the State of Wisconsin, while other areas have five-acre lot minimums with density calculations
that are characteristic of rural areas. The North Shore Fire Department seeks reaccreditation as a means to
continue on the path of continuous improvement and excellence in service delivery and performance. The
Standards of Cover is the result of the hard work of many individuals both from within and outside of the
organization. This document clearly shows the commitment of the organization to utilize well thoughtout, organized and data driven solutions to issues that the Department faces.
While the Standards of Cover will be a key resource for making decisions for the future, it is a small piece
of the entire puzzle. It must be used with the Strategic Plan and the Self-Assessment Document as they are
important resources for decision making.
The communities we serve will continue to change and along with that, so will the expectations for
service from the citizens. The accreditation process will be integral to ensuring the North Shore Fire
Department reacts to those changes and expectations in the most effective manner possible.
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DOCUMENTATION OF AREA CHARACTERISTICS
History
The North Shore Fire Department (the Agency) was created as a consolidated fire department in 1995 by
an Intergovernmental Agreement between the seven current member communities. The North Shore Fire
Department was created by consolidating the efforts of seven separate fire departments. Three of the
predecessor departments were career, two were combination (career and Paid On Call), and two were
Paid On Call (POC). Although the seven departments were familiar with each other, due to geography
and mutual aid agreements, they greatly differed operationally in the areas of: command, training,
philosophy, procedures, etc.
The purpose of the consolidation was to improve the quality of fire, emergency medical, special rescue
and fire prevention services offered to the seven diverse communities. In addition, the Department was
also created to provide effective cost saving measures to the communities and citizens, by reducing
capital expenditures, personnel costs, and developing short- and long-term plans for responsible fiscal
management. As an immediate realized cost savings, the predecessor departments operated with a
combined vehicle fleet of: 41 pieces of fire apparatus, 15 Engines, four Trucks, eight Ambulances, four
Tenders, four Utility Trucks and six Cars. The fleet has been reduced, over time, to its current level of:
31 pieces of fire apparatus, five Engines, three Trucks, six Ambulances, two Tenders, two Utility Trucks
and six Cars. At the Department’s inception it operated out of five stations that were in existence prior to
the consolidation in five of the seven communities.
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Major Milestones – Last Five Years
During the Department’s brief 25 year history, several major service delivery milestones were
implemented and/or realized which greatly affect the organization as it is today. Below are identified
milestones within the last five years. A complete listing of major milestones is contained in Appendix 1
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

2015 - Twenty Year Anniversary of the Department culminated in a Public Policy Forum Audit
of the North Shore Fire Department
o Twenty-year evaluation of the effectiveness of the consolidation effort. Report
documented that citizens and businesses in the communities served are receiving a higher
level of service at a cost less than what it would have cost each community to provide
that level of service on its own.
2015 - The Department receives International Accreditation from the Center for Fire
Accreditation International
o The Department became one of 218 fire departments worldwide to be accredited. The
accreditation process has brought an entire management process and philosophy to the
organization that integrates best practices, continuous improvement, smart budgeting and
data driven decisions.
2015 - Department initiates a Wellness/Fitness and Injury Rehabilitation Program
o The Department partnered with four Milwaukee Metro Fire Departments to enhance the
physical and mental health aspects for our members. The program included training
North Shore members as peer fitness trainers, the purchase of fitness equipment and an
injury rehabilitation program.
2016 - Department initiates an Active Threat Plan
o After two years of development, the Department activated an Active Threat Plan in
conjunction with the seven police departments within the North Shore. The two-year
process included Police training 100 percent of their personnel in ALERRT, Fire
Department conducted Active Threat Awareness training, Acquisition of Active Threat
equipment, mini-trainings to incorporate police and fire personnel and policy
development that incorporated county-wide response protocols. Concluded with a largescale training exercise that facilitated providing training to 270 police and fire personnel
over a four day period.
2016 - The Department joined a County Wide initiative of Hands Only CPR Training
o The goal of the program is to increase current reported levels of bystander CPR in
progress when first responders arrive on scene from 19 percent to 50 percent of the time.
2017 - County-wide standardized response to fires in high-rise buildings
o Culmination of nearly two years of policy development, equipment standardization and
planning meetings, including table-top exercises and large-scale full response drills.
2018 - Implementation of first LUCAS chest compression device
o Continued support of cardiac survivability initiatives now include: Pulse Point, AED
Training, Hands-Only CPR, LUCAS implementation. In three years, the Department has
experienced a 10 percent increase in return of spontaneous circulation to 32 percent,
compared to a national experience of 15 percent.
2019 - Funding approved for remodeling of Stations 83 and 84
o Funding was approved and both projects began in 2019
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Legal Establishment
The North Shore Fire Department operates under the authority granted it by the Fire Services
Agreement signed by the members of the Board of Directors representing: the Village of
Bayside, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin (“Bayside”), the Village of Brown Deer, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin (“Brown Deer”), the Village of Fox Point, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin
(“Fox Point”), the City of Glendale, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin (“Glendale”), Village of
River Hills, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin (“River Hills”), Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin (“Shorewood”), Village of Whitefish Bay, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin
(“Whitefish Bay”)(collectively the “municipalities”). The Board of Directors (The Board) has the
purpose of providing for and oversight of the operations of the North Shore Fire Department,
pursuant to Section 66.30 of the Wisconsin Statutes. The Board of Directors is represented by the
chief elected official of each member community: the elected Village President or City Mayor.
The Fire Chief is the chief executive officer of the agency. The Chief is responsible for implementing the
policies of the Board and Fire Commission and making recommendations to both bodies on policy
matters. The North Shore Fire Commission is responsible for Firefighter recruitment, promotions,
discipline, and terminations. The Chief serves as the political liaison to the seven member communities
and their administrators/managers.

The Area Served
The North Shore service area is comprised of seven communities: the Villages of Bayside, Brown Deer,
Fox Point, River Hills, Shorewood, Whitefish Bay and the City of Glendale. The North Shore resides in
the north east corner of Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. The service area is bordered to the north by
Ozaukee County, to the West and South by the City of Milwaukee, and to the East by Lake Michigan.
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Other Service Responsibility Areas
The North Shore Fire Department became a core member of the Milwaukee County Shared Services
initiative in 2013 and has been an active participant in the Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS)
Division 107 since 2007.
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In 2014, the North Shore Fire Department joined nine other Milwaukee County Fire Departments in
signing a Shared Services Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). This MOU provides the legal basis
for dispatching the closest, most appropriate resource to the scene of an emergency incident regardless of
jurisdictional identity. By means of the Shared Services initiative, automatic aid is routinely provided to
the City of Milwaukee by the North Shore Fire Department. Reciprocally, Milwaukee Fire Department
companies provide automatic aid, on a daily basis, to the North Shore. Responses within the Shared
Services agreement are built to the fifth alarm level.
Via MABAS agreements, mutual aid resources are available as needed for unusually large or complex
incidents in the North Shore that expand past the fifth alarm level or for an extended period of time and
the North Shore Fire Department resources are routinely deployed throughout southeastern Wisconsin.

Fire Management Zones (FMZ)
Since the Department provides service to multiple municipalities it has chosen sixteen (16) planning
zones that are aligned to match the United States Census Tracts. The following map shows the sixteen
planning zones. Further assessment and breakdown of the FMZs is performed in the Risk Assessment.
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Demographics
The NSFD provides services to seven diverse communities. Although our standard of coverage is based
on a borderless geographic area, it is beneficial to gather, analyze and review the diverse demographics of
the seven communities individually prior to a review in their totality. The specific characteristics
described in this section are basic in nature and are written to give the reader a general view of the
individual communities; further analysis or specificity will be done in the Risk Assessment.
•

Village of Bayside FMZ 301:

o

Description:
Most of the Village is in Milwaukee County, but a small portion at the end of
Lake Drive is in Ozaukee County. The Village is bordered to the North by
Mequon in Ozaukee County, to the West by the Village of River Hills
(demarcated by I43), to the South by the Village of Fox Point and to the East by
Lake Michigan. The Village of Bayside is an incorporated suburban area with a
land area of 2.38 square miles that is predominantly developed residential.
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Eighty-one percent of the area is zoned residential, 15% zoned for natural
conservancy and 4% zoned commercial with no industry.
o

Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 4,377 with a low population density of 1,844 people
per square mile. Although the number fluctuates, it is estimated that there are
200 people in group quarters (nursing homes, homes for physically handicapped,
homes for mentally handicapped, and/or schools, hospitals or wards for the
mentally handicapped) residing in Bayside.
The median resident age is 48.2 years, which is higher than the Wisconsin
median age of 39.5, years suggesting a higher aged population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $100,835, which is much
higher than the Wisconsin median income for the same time period of $59,305.
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Population by Sex/Age - Bayside
Male
Female

2080
2297

Population by Race - Bayside
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other

3564
107
381
13
135
176
8
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Specific Characteristics:
At the inception of the consolidation, the Village of Bayside did not have a
public water system. Plans were developed and implemented to systematically
provide a public water system. As of 2015, over 95% of the Village has public
water with annual plans for expansion of the system.
North Shore Fire Department Station 85 is located in the Village of Bayside at
665 East Brown Deer Road.
The Bayside Communications Center is located in the Village of Bayside at 9075
North Regent Road. The Bayside Communications Center provides dispatch
services for Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, Glendale, River Hills, the North
Shore Fire Department, Shorewood, and Whitefish Bay. The location also
houses the Bayside Village Hall and the Bayside Police Department.
There is one school in the Village of Bayside with a student population of 400.
Schlitz Audubon Center is located in the Southeast corner of the Village at 1111
East Brown Deer Road. The nature center is approximately 185 acres. The
center is open land, but the center’s staff actively maintains the interface to
prevent fires and to provide access to the center as well as limited access to Lake
Michigan.
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Village of Brown Deer FMZ 501.1 and 501.2:

o

Description:
The Village is located in Milwaukee County and is bordered on the North by
Mequon in Ozaukee County, on the West and the South by the City of
Milwaukee and on the East by the Village of River Hills. The Village of Brown
Deer is an incorporated urban area with a land area of 4.40 square miles that has
a mix of residential, commercial and industrial development. Sixty-three percent
of the area is zoned residential, 13% zoned for business and commercial, 9%
zoned non-public open space, 5% institutional, 5% manufacturing, 3% vacant,
2% park, transportation and utilities.
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Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 11,964 with an average population density of 2,719
people per square mile. Although the number fluctuates, it is estimated that there
are 500 people in group quarters (nursing homes, homes for physically
handicapped, homes for mentally handicapped, and/or schools, hospitals or wards
for the mentally handicapped) residing in Brown Deer. The daytime population
change adds approximately 2,500 people due to commuting.
The median resident age is 42.4 years which is slightly higher than the Wisconsin
median age of 42.4 years, suggesting a slightly younger population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $62,281, which is slightly
higher than the Wisconsin estimated median household income of $50,847.

Population by Sex/Age - Brown Deer
Male
5884
Female
6080

Population by Race - Brown Deer
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other
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6458
3568
628
78
868
329
41
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Specific Characteristics:
North Shore Fire Department Station 81 is located in the Village of Brown Deer
at 4401 West River Lane.
The Brown Deer Police Department is located at 4800 West Greenbrook Drive.
The location also houses the Village Hall.
There are three schools (high school, middle school and elementary) located in
the Village of Brown Deer with a combined student population of approximately
1,500 students.
There are four business/office/industrial parks designated in the Village of Brown
Deer totaling 172 acres of land.
There are three open air shopping areas in the Village of Brown Deer.
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Village of Fox Point FMZ 351 and 352:

o

Description:
The Village resides in Milwaukee County. The Village is bordered on the North
by the Village of Bayside, on the East by the Village of River Hills and the City
of Glendale, on the South by the Village of Whitefish Bay and on the East by
Lake Michigan. Fox Point is an incorporated urban area with a land area of 2.92
square miles that is predominantly developed residential. Sixty-four percent of
the area is zoned residential, 19% zoned for transportation/utilities, 2%
commercial, 5% zoned governmental/institutional, 2% recreational, and 8%
natural resource areas.
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Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 6670 with a low population density of 2,284 people
per square mile. Although the number fluctuates, it is estimated that there are
260 people in group quarters (college dormitories, non-institutional, religious)
residing in Fox Point. The daytime population decreases by approximately 952
people due to commuting.
The median resident age is 46.7 years which is slightly higher than the Wisconsin
median age of 39.5 years, suggesting a slightly older population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $120,321 which is much
higher than the Wisconsin median income for the same time period of $59,305.

o

Population by Sex/Age - Fox Point
Male
Female

3320
3350

Population by Race - Fox Point
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other

6001
182
248
7
162
88
13

Specific Characteristics:
The Village of Fox Point Police Department is located at 7300 North Santa
Monica Boulevard. The Village Hall is located adjacent at 7200 North Santa
Monica Boulevard.
Cardinal Stritch University is located at 6801 North Yates Road. The student
population is 3595 students with approximately 300 students seasonally housed
on campus. The campus is partially located in Fox Point and partially in
Glendale.
There are two elementary/middle schools located in the Village of Fox Point with
a student population of approximately 900 students.
The Riverpoint Village Shopping Center is located in the northwest corner of Fox
Point. The Center is a large open air shopping area.
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Doctors Park is located in the Northeast corner of the Village at 1870 East Fox
Lane. The nature center is approximately 55 acres. The center is a wild land
interface but the interface is maintained to prevent fires and to provide limited
access to Lake Michigan.
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City of Glendale FMZ 601.1, 601.2, and 602:

o

Description:
The City resides in Milwaukee County. The City is bordered on the North by the
Villages of Fox Point and River Hills, on the East and South by the City of
Milwaukee, and on the East by the Villages of Whitefish Bay and Fox Point.
Glendale is an incorporated urban area with a land area of 5.79 square miles with
a mix of residential, commercial and industrial development. Thirty-six percent
of the area is zoned residential, 10% zoned commercial, 8% zoned industrial,
23% zoned transportation, communication and utilities, 6% zoned governmental
and institutional, 6% zoned recreational and 12% natural resources/other.
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Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 12,728 with a low population density of 2,198
people per square mile. Although the number fluctuates, it is estimated that there
are 400 people in group quarters (nursing facilities, college housing, residential
treatment centers, group homes) residing in Glendale. The daytime population
change adds approximately 8,228 people due to commuting.
The median resident age is 46.2 years which is slightly higher than the Wisconsin
median age of 39.5 years, suggesting a slightly older population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $67,130, which is slightly
higher than the Wisconsin median income for the same time period of $59,305.
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Population by Sex/Age - Glendale
Male
Female

5870
6858

Population by Race - Glendale
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other

9483
1837
504
30
561
230
38
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Specific Characteristics:
North Shore Fire Department Station 82 is located at 5901 North Milwaukee
River Parkway.
The Glendale Police Department is located at 5909 North Milwaukee River
Parkway. The location also houses the City Hall.
There are three elementary/middle schools located in the City of Glendale with a
student population of 1,200 students.
There are two high schools located in the City of Glendale with a student
population of 1,175 students.
Cardinal Stritch University is located at 6801 North Yates Road. The student
population is 3595 students with 300 students seasonally housed on campus. The
campus is partially located in Fox Point and partially in Glendale.

Several large businesses are located in the City of Glendale, such as Johnson
Controls, Forrer Business Interiors, Weyco Group, Strattec, and Columbia-St.
Mary’s Headquarters.
Bayshore Town Center is a redevelopment of a 1950s-era enclosed mall in to a
mixed-use primarily open-air mall, pedestrian-friendly town center. Located in
the City of Glendale, the Center contains more than 1.3 million square feet of
retail, office and residential development. The center has 950,000 square feet of
high-end retail space, 200,000 square feet of office space with 113 apartments
above retail and parking garage. Bayshore sees daily vehicle traffic of 130,000
vehicles with projected civilian traffic of 18.5 million people annually. The mall
is being redeveloped starting in 2020.
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Village of River Hills FMZ 401:

o

Description:
The Village resides in Milwaukee County and is bordered on the North by
Mequon in Ozaukee County, on the East by Brown Deer and Glendale, on the
South by Glendale and on the East by Bayside, Fox Point and Glendale. River
Hills is an incorporated rural area with a land area of 5.09 square miles. The
Village is zoned 100% single-family residential.

o

Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 1590, with a very low population density of 312
people per square mile.
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The median resident age is 50.7 years which is higher than the Wisconsin median
age of 39.5 years, suggesting a slightly older population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $159,651, which is
considerably higher than the Wisconsin median income for the same time period
of $59,305.
Population by Sex/Age - River Hills
Male
Female

Population by Race - River Hills
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other
o

772
818

1210
95
128
11
35
53
0

Specific Characteristics:
The River Hills Police Department is located at 7650 North Pheasant Lane. The
location also houses the Village Hall.
There is an elementary/middle school located in River Hills with a student
population of 190 students.
There is a large private school complex servicing K-12th grades with a student
population of 1,100 students.
The Village of River Hills does not have a municipal water system. All
firefighting operations are Tender based operations.
Eighty-five percent of the single-family homes are on five-acre parcels. The
majority of the homes are large to very-large residential structures serviced by
long narrow driveways.
There are no businesses allowed in River Hills.
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Village of Shorewood FMZ 801, 802, 803 and 804:

o

Description:
The Village of Shorewood is located in Milwaukee County and is bordered on
the North by Whitefish Bay, on the West and on the South by the City of
Milwaukee, and on the East by Lake Michigan. Shorewood is an incorporated
metropolitan area with a land area of 1.60 square miles. The Village of
Shorewood is a mix of residential and commercial development. Seventy-four
percent of the area is zoned residential, 12% is zoned exempt open space, 8% is
zoned institutional, 5% commercial, and 1% other (parking, village owned, etc).
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Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 13,338 with a high population density of 8,336
people per square mile. Although the number fluctuates, it is estimated that there
are 200 people in group quarters (nursing) residing in Shorewood. The daytime
population decreases by approximately 4,210 people due to commuting.
The median resident age is 36.0 years which is lower than the Wisconsin median
age of 39.5 years, suggesting a slightly younger population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $69,484 which is slightly
higher than the Wisconsin median income for the same time period of $59,305.
Population by Sex/Age - Shorewood
Male
Female

Population by Race - Shorewood
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other
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6239
7099

11118
362
769
35
474
254
403
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Specific Characteristics:
North Shore Fire Department Station 83 is located in Shorewood at 3936 North
Murray Avenue.
The Village Hall is located at 3930 North Murray Avenue.
The Shorewood Police Department is located at 4057 North Wilson Drive.
The Village is the number one community in the State of Wisconsin based on
population density.
There are five elementary/middle schools in Shorewood with a student
population of 2,000 students.
There is one large and a smaller high school located in Shorewood with a student
population of 650 students.
Shorewood’s commercial core district is along Oakland Avenue between Capitol
Drive and Olive Street.
Shorewood is a relatively older community with many structures in the
commercial area having residential over storefront occupancies. These are
typically four stories or less.
Shorewood has several high-rise structures (defined as five stories or greater).
The majority of the high-rise structures are residential.
Shorewood’s southern border with the City of Milwaukee is primarily the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee campus.
A 100 bed, four story, assisted living care facility is located at 1111 East Capitol
Drive.
Atwater Park is located in the Village of Shorewood at approximately the 4000
block of Lake Drive. Atwater Park is part of the eastern border of Shorewood
and Lake Michigan. Atwater Park is an access site from the top of the bluff to
the beach of Lake Michigan. The bluff interface is maintained to prevent fires
and to offer access to the beach.
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Village of Whitefish Bay FMZ 701, 702 and 703:

o

Description:
The Village of Whitefish Bay is located in Milwaukee County and is bordered on
the North by Fox Point, on the East by Glendale, on the South by Shorewood and
on the East by Lake Michigan. The Village is an incorporated metropolitan area
with a land area of 2.14 square miles and is a mix of residential and commercial
development. Eighty-three percent of the area is zoned residential, 4% is zoned
commercial with the remaining 13% is zoned exempt status.
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Demographics:
The population in 2017 was 13,950 with a high population density of 6,519
people per square mile. Although the number fluctuates, it is estimated that there
are 20 people in group quarters (religious) residing in Whitefish Bay. The
daytime population decreases by approximately 3,361 people due to commuting.
The median resident age is 40.2 years which is lower than the Wisconsin median
age of 39.5 years, suggesting a slightly older population.
The estimated median household income in 2017 was $112,985, which is higher
than the Wisconsin median income for the same time period of $59,305.
Population by Sex/Age - Whitefish Bay
Male
Female

Population by Race - Whitefish Bay
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other

o

6810
7140

11779
344
855
46
492
310
88

Specific Characteristics:
North Shore Fire Department Station 84 is located at 825 East Lexington
Boulevard.
The Whitefish Bay Police Department is located at 5300 North Marlborough
Drive. This location also hosts the Whitefish Bay Village Hall.
The Village of Whitefish Bay is the number two community in the State of
Wisconsin based on population density.
There are five elementary/middle schools in Whitefish Bay with a student
population of 2,600 students.
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There are two high schools in Whitefish Bay with a student population of 1,300
students.
The Jewish Community Center is located at 6255 North Santa Monica Boulevard
in Whitefish Bay. This is a 24-acre community campus with a focus on fitness,
assembly, and education for the Jewish Community. The Jewish Day School has
a student population of 300 students.
The Village is a predominantly single-family residential community with over
4,800 residential properties and approximately 100 commercial properties.
Whitefish Bay’s commercial core district is located on Silver Spring Drive.
Big Bay Park is located in the Village of Whitefish Bay at approximately the
5000 block of Lake Drive. Big Bay Park is part of the eastern border of
Whitefish Bay and Lake Michigan. Big Bay is an access site from the top of the
bluff to the beach of Lake Michigan. The bluff interface is maintained to prevent
fires and to offer access to the beach.
Klode Park is located in the Village at approximately the 5900 block of Lake
Drive. Klode Park is part of the eastern border of Whitefish Bay and Lake
Michigan. Klode Park is an access site from the top of the bluff to the beach of
Lake Michigan. The bluff interface is maintained to prevent fires and to offer
access to the beach.
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North Shore Communities Combined Demographics:

Bayside

4,389

1,844

Land Area
(sq. mile)
2.38

Brown Deer

11,964

2,719

4.40

157,940

Fox Point

6,670

2,284

2.92

330,713

Glendale

12,728

2,198

5.79

221,450

River Hills

1,590

312

5.09

660,591

Shorewood

13,338

8,336

1.60

345,546

Whitefish Bay

13,950

6,519

2.14

381,793

Total

64,629

2,657

24.32

Community
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Average Property
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356,410
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Population by Sex/Age - North Shore
Male
Female

30975
33634

Population by Race - North Shore
White
African American
Asian
American Indian
Hispanic
Identified by two or more
Other

49613
6495
3513
220
2727
1440
591

2020

The North Shore area in its totality can be broken down into population density percentages:
•
•

Urban
Rural

19.23 square miles resulting in 79% of total area
5.17 square miles resulting in 21% of total area

Topography
The North Shore is 25 square miles. The overall terrain for the majority of the 25 square miles is flat.
Elevation differences are gradual in nature and unremarkable. The eastern border with Lake Michigan is
demarcated by a bluff system with a significant elevation change. From south to north, the elevation
change in this area is approximately 100 feet from the top of the bluff to the beach of Lake Michigan.
The majority of the bluff system is privately owned property with little to no call for service generation.
There are five public access points to the beach of Lake Michigan. The few calls for service generated
from the public areas, generally utilize the public access system to move victims to the top of the bluff
with some assistance with low angle rigging.
The Milwaukee River divides the North Shore response area from north to south. The Milwaukee River
watershed is part of the Lake Michigan sub-basin. The river’s depth throughout the North Shore can be
categorized as shallow during the majority of any given year. The Milwaukee River has numerous
bridges spanning it, allowing for vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The following is a list of bridges, listed
from north to south, utilized by NSFD for emergency vehicle traffic over the river:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brown Deer Road Bridge
Range Line Road Bridge
Good Hope Road Bridge
Green Tree Road Bridge
Bender Road Bridge
Silver Spring Road Bridge
Hampton Avenue Bridge
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• I-43 Bridge
• Port Washington Road Bridge
• Capitol Drive Bridge
The North Shore is also divided by Highway 43 (abbreviated I-43). Highway 43 is an intrastate Interstate
Highway. The North Shore coverage of the Highway is from County Line Road to the north down to
Capitol Drive to the south. There are seven access points to I-43 within the boundaries of the North Shore
from north to south:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County Line Road (access to southbound only)
Brown Deer Road
Good Hope Road
Silver Spring Road
Hampton Avenue (access to southbound only)
Fiebrantz Avenue (access to northbound only)
Green Bay Avenue (access to southbound only)

There are eight areas for emergency responses to traverse I-43 (overpass or underpass) from east to west
or west to east. Those areas of travel listed from north to south:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County Line Road
Brown Deer Road
Good Hope Road
Green Tree Road
Bender Road
Silver Spring Road
Hampton Avenue
Capitol Drive

The area from Capitol Drive to Good Hope Road has counts of 146,000 vehicles daily. Further north,
from Good Hope Road to County Line Road, vehicle counts decrease to 80,000 daily. There are plans for
future expansion of I-43 up to six lanes, with the project starting in 2021.
The North Shore has three railroad lines that cross portions of the North Shore:
The first enters the Village of Bayside at the northern end at County Line Road, travels south
through the Village of Fox Point and heads west through the City of Glendale. The railroad line
is owned by Union Pacific Railroad. Currently, six trains pass through the North Shore daily on
this line. There are no passenger trains and the trains are entirely freight bearing. The train ranges
from 20 to 30 mph while passing through the North Shore. This rail line has road crossings at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The second enters the Village of Brown Deer at the northern end at County Line Road, travels
south through the Village of Brown Deer and travels the western border of the City of Glendale at
the Glendale/City of Milwaukee interface. The railroad line is owned by Canadian National.

Climate
The North Shore has a humid continental climate, with four distinct seasons and wide variations in
temperature and precipitation in short periods of time. The climate is strongly influenced by nearby Lake
Michigan, which plays a role in insulating the North Shore from winter cold, while keeping it cooler in
spring and summer. The warmest month is July, when the average high temperature is 81 degrees
Fahrenheit. The highest recorded temperature was 105 degrees Fahrenheit. The coldest month is January,
when the average low temperature is 13 degrees Fahrenheit. The lowest recorded temperature
was -26 degrees Fahrenheit. The North Shore has varied precipitation throughout the year, in both type
and amount. Although rain can fall all year round, it is rare during winter months. Snow falls from late
November until early March, although snow can fall as early as late September or as late as the end of
May. During the transition into and out of winter, various mixed forms of precipitation can occur, such as
sleet, ice, and freezing rain. An average year sees 34.81 inches of precipitation, with a yearly average
snowfall of 52.4 inches. Enhancements in snowfall sometimes occur due to the lake effect snow produced
by Lake Michigan. Long duration rains are uncommon in summer, usually occurring only in
April or October. Thunderstorms are the main precipitation events from May until September, and the
North Shore experiences an extended tornado season that lasts from late March until early June, however,
severe weather and tornadoes are more frequent inland to the west.
In its recent history, the North Shore has experienced four distinct weather-related disasters that offered
response challenges and large increases in normal call volume:
•

In June, 1997, rainfall in the amount of seven inches over a two day period caused localized
flooding. The event for the NSFD began at approximately 0200 hours on June 21 and ended on
June 22. During that time period, there were 241 calls for service in the 24-hour timeframe. All
available off-duty members were recalled to duty to assist with responses. In the next three days,
an additional 113 calls for service were related to the storm. The area was declared a disaster
area.

•

In August, 1998, localized flooding was caused by 4 inches of rain falling in a four-hour period of
time. From August 6 to August 7, the flooding generated 41 calls for service in a 24-hour period.
The area was declared a disaster area.

•

In June 2008, flooding affected the Midwest which included the southern half of Wisconsin.
Southern Wisconsin experienced one of the most severe and widespread flooding events in State
history. Rainfall was 12 inches, breaking the all-time record for precipitation in any month of the
year. The area was declared a disaster area. The NSFD responded to forty calls within twentyfour hours on June 7, 2008. Many calls were as a result of heavy rains and flooding in the area.

•

Categorized as two events, July 15 and 16, 2010 each had heavy rains causing heavy basement
and street flooding. Seven days later, on July 22, 2010, up to 7.5 inches of rain fell in two hours.
Streets and freeways were flooded. The Department responded to over 140 calls for service in a
four-hour period. All available off-duty members were recalled to duty to assist with responses.
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Flooding from the rain forced the evacuation of the North Shore Public Safety Communications
Center (Dispatch Center for the NSFD). NSFD Staff continued to provide support to the Dispatch
Center, its member communities and Milwaukee County Emergency Management for several
days following the incident.

ALL HAZARDS RISK ASSESSMENT
The North Shore Communities have been divided into sixteen fire management zones (FMZ). These zones
reflect the first-due company in that specific area. A short description is offered for each FMZ and
statistics are used to illustrate the distribution and frequency of risk within each specific zone. Individual
companies are responsible for fire inspection and pre-fire planning within their FMZ. For ease of reading,
a copy of the NSFD Risk Assessment Matrix has been included in Appendix B.
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FMZ 301 Description: This FMZ represents the entire Village of Bayside, and the NSFD Station 85
northeastern response area. It is primarily made up of single and multi-family residential properties, with
a small amount of business and commercial occupancies. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

West County Line Road
East Dean Road
Lake Michigan
I-43 Freeway

Risk Analysis: A very small portion of this zone is non-hydranted, which requires additional equipment
and personnel to shuttle water in for firefighting operations. The properties within these non-hydranted
areas are considered high risk due to the lack of an abundant supply of water in the immediate area. A risk
assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 301
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
2
High
4
Moderate
33
Low
0
Total
39

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
5.13%
10.26%
84.61%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. Bayside Middle School - 601 East Ellsworth Lane
2. Bayside Village Building (Village Hall, Communications Center, Police Department) - 9075
North Regent Road
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 1,844/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 6.17%
2018: 5.58%
2017: 5.94%
2016: 5.29%
2015: 4.84%
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FMZ 351 Description: This FMZ is located in the eastern portion of the Village of Fox Point, and it
divides the village at the railroad. It represents the Station 85 southeastern response area and is primarily
made up of single-family residential properties. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East Dean Road
East School Road
Lake Michigan
Railroad Tracks

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. Due to its predominant residential makeup, most of
the properties are considered moderate risk. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within the
FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 351
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
1
High
0
Moderate
2
Low
0
Total
3

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
33.33%
0%
66.67%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. A portion of the Karl Jewish Community Campus is in Fox Point - 6401 North Santa Monica
Boulevard.
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 1,641.1/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 1.55%
2018: 1.56%
2017: 2.01%
2016: 1.70%
2015: 1.76%
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FMZ 352 Description: This FMZ is located in the western portion of the Village of Fox Point and covers
the village west of the railroad. It is a mix of single and multi-family residential, mercantile and business
occupancies. This zone is covered primarily by Station 85 with additional support provided by Station 84
and Station 82. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East Brown Deer Road.
East Clovernook Road
Railroad Tracks
North Pheasant Lane, North Port Washington Road, North Seneca Avenue

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. It contains Cardinal Stritch University, a large
commuter and dormitory-type college. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within the
FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 352
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
5
High
14
Moderate
35
Low
0
Total
54

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
9.26%
25.93%
64.81%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ameritech Telephone Substation
Fox Point Village Hall and DPW - 7200 North Santa Monica Boulevard
Stormonth School and District Offices - 7301North Longacre Road
St. Eugene’s School and Church - 7600 North Port Washington Road
Maple Dale School - 8377 North Port Washington Road

Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 2,918.6/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 4.00%
2018: 4.72%
2017: 4.82%
2016: 3.91%
2015: 3.86%
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FMZ 401 Description: This FMZ represents the entire Village of River Hills. It is covered by Station 81
with additional support provided by Station 85. The FMZ is primarily made up of single-family
residential and assembly-type occupancies. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

West County Line Road
West Green Tree Road
I-43 Freeway
North Green Bay Road

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is primarily non-hydranted, which requires additional equipment and personnel
to shuttle water in for firefighting operations. The properties within this FMZ are considered high risk due
to the lack of an abundant water supply in the immediate area. The FMZ also contains the University
School, which is a large school campus extremely vital and well-known within the community. A risk
assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies produced the following:

FMZ 401
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
4
High
10
Moderate
2
Low
0
Total
16

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
25%
62.5%
12.5%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Indian Hills School – 1101 West Brown Deer Road
Congregation Emanu-El Jeshurun – 2020 West Brown Deer Road
University School – 2100 West Fairy Chasm Road
River Hills Village Hall and Police Department – 7650 North Pheasant Lane

Service Area Classification:
Rural (Population Density is 314/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 2.29%
2018: 2.58%
2017: 2.43%
2016: 2.10%
2015: 2.03%
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FMZ 501.01 Description: This FMZ is located in the western portion of Brown Deer and is covered by
Station 81. The FMZ is primarily made up of single and multi-family residential occupancies with a small
mix of industrial/commercial. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

West County Line Road
West Bradley Road
North 51st Street
North 68th Street

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. Due to its predominant residential makeup, most of
the properties are considered moderate risk. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within the
FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 501.01
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
2
High
9
Moderate
73
Low
0
Total
84

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
2.39%
10.71%
86.90%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. Brown Deer Elementary School – 5757 West Dean Road
2. Brown Deer Middle and High School – 8060 North 60th Street
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 3,160.4/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 8.46%
2018: 8.84%
2017: 8.24%
2016: 6.70%
2015: 7.61%
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FMZ 501.02 Description: This FMZ is located in the central and eastern portion of Brown Deer and is
covered by Station 81. The zone contains a mix of industrial, commercial and residential (single and
multi-family) occupancies. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

West County Line Road
Village Limit
Village Limit
North 51st Street and North 60th Street

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area contains a significant amount of rental units
and, per the US Census Bureau, houses one of the highest percentages of individuals below the poverty
line in the North Shore (second to FMZ 804). A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within
the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 501.02
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
1
High
18
Moderate
189
Low
0
Total
208

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
0.48%
8.65%
90.87%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. Brown Deer Village Hall and Police Department – 4800 West Green Brook Drive
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 2,402.8/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 17.16%
2018: 16.81%
2017: 17.47%
2016: 15.84%
2015: 17.02%
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FMZ 601.01 Description: This FMZ is located in the central portion of the City of Glendale and is
protected primarily by Station 82. The FMZ includes all of Glendale north of the railroad trestle and east
of I-43. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

West Green Tree Road (West of I-43 Freeway) West Bradley Road (East of I-43 Freeway)
Railroad Tracks
City Limit
Railroad Tracks

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area contains a mix of commercial and residential
(single and multi-family) occupancies with a significant amount of rentals. A risk assessment of all fireinspected occupancies within the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 601.01
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
15
High
19
Moderate
89
Low
0
Total
123

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
12.19%
15.45%
72.36%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. Glen Hills Middle School – 2600 West Mill Road
2. Nicolet High School – 6701 North Jean Nicolet Road
3. St. John’s Church and School – 7877 North Port Washington Road
4-15. Cardinal Stritch University (Multiple Buildings) – 6801 North Yates Road
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 2,435.7/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 6.53%
2018: 6.67%
2017: 6.18%
2016: 5.17%
2015: 4.60%
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FMZ 601.02 Description: This FMZ is located in the northwestern portion of the City of Glendale. It is
covered by Station 82 with additional support provided by Station 85. The FMZ includes all of Glendale
north of the railroad trestle and east of I-43. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

West Bradley Road
West Green Tree Road
Milwaukee River
Railroad Tracks

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area contains a mix of industrial, commercial and
residential (single and multi-family) occupancies. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies
within the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 601.02
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
3
High
12
Moderate
41
Low
0
Total
56

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
5.36%
21.43%
73.21%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. Good Hope School – 2315 West Good Hope Road
2. Torah Academy of Milwaukee – 6800 North Green Bay Avenue
3. Congregation Beth Israel – 6880 North Green Bay Avenue
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 2,660.3/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 7.50%
2018: 6.89%
2017: 7.20%
2016: 6.23%
2015: 6.45%
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FMZ 602 Description: This FMZ is located in the central and southern portions of the City of Glendale.
It is covered by Station 82 with additional support provided by Station 84 and Station 83. The zone
borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

Railroad Tracks
City Limit
Milwaukee River
Railroad Tracks

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area contains a large amount of industrial and
commercial occupancies and mixed residential. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within
the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 602
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
7
High
56
Moderate
257
Low
0
Total
320

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
2.19%
17.50%
80.31%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. North Shore Water Treatment Facility – 400 West Bender Road
2. 3- buildings - WE Energies CNG Gas Compressor Building and WE Energies NSCO
Operations Building (Main), WE Energies Annex Building – 1800 West Custer Avenue
3. Johnson Controls – 5757 North Green Bay Avenue
4. City of Glendale City Hall and Police Department – 5909 North Milwaukee River Parkway
5. Parkway School – 5910 North Milwaukee River Parkway
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 1948.1/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 23.32%
2018: 22.46%
2017: 21.75%
2016: 20.31%
2015: 18.57%
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FMZ 701 Description: This FMZ is located in the northwestern portion of the Village of Whitefish Bay.
It is covered by Station 84 with additional support provided by Station 82. The zone borders are as
follows:
North: E. School Rd.
South: W. Henry Clay St, E. Henry Clay St.
East: N. Lake Dr, N Marlborough Dr.
West: N. Lydell Ave.
Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area is comprised of residential (single and multifamily) occupancies and contains a mix of commercial and mercantile. A risk assessment of all fireinspected occupancies within the FMZ produced the following:
FMZ 701
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
4
High
8
Moderate
51
Low
0
Total
63

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
6.34%
12.70%
80.96%
0%
100%

Target Hazards: 1. Dominican High School
2. St. Monica’s Church and School
3. Richard’s School
4. Karl Campus School and Community Center
Service Area Classification: Urban (Population Density is 6,932.5/sq. mile)

Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 2.96%
2018: 3.28%
2017: 3.22%
2016: 2.93%
2015: 3.77%
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FMZ 702 Description: This FMZ is located in the eastern portion of the Village of Whitefish Bay. It is
covered by Station 84 with additional support provided by Station 82 and Station 83. The zone borders
are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East School Road
East Glendale Avenue
Lake Michigan
North Marlborough Drive, North Santa Monica Boulevard

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area is comprised predominately of residential
(single and multi-family) occupancies with a light mix of commercial and assembly. A risk assessment of
all fire-inspected occupancies within the FMZ produced:

FMZ 702
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
7
High
2
Moderate
10
Low
0
Total
19

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
36.84%
10.53%
52.63%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Whitefish Bay Middle School – 1144 East Henry Clay Street
Whitefish Bay High School – 5205 North Lydell Avenue
Cumberland Elementary School – 4780 North Marlborough Drive
Holy Family School – 4849 North Wildwood Avenue
Holy Family Church – 4849 North Wildwood Avenue
Whitefish Bay Village Hall and Police Department – 5300 North Marlborough Drive
North Shore Water Intake Plant

Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 5179.2/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 2.90%
2018: 2.84%
2017: 2.79%
2016: 2.47%
2015: 2.31%
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FMZ 703 Description: This FMZ is located in the southwestern portion of the Village of Whitefish Bay.
It is covered by Station 84 with additional support provided by Station 82 and Station 83. The zone
borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East Henry Clay Street, East Sylvan Avenue
East Glendale Avenue
North Marlborough Drive
Village Limit

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area is comprised predominately of residential
(single and multi-family) occupancies. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within the
FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 703
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
0
High
3
Moderate
70
Low
0
Total
73

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
0%
4.11%
95.89%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
No Target Hazards in this FMZ.
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 9,207.9/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 2.34%
2018: 2.85%
2017: 2.41%
2016: 2.18%
2015: 2.40%
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FMZ 801 Description: This FMZ is located in the northwestern portion of the Village of Shorewood. It
is covered by Station 83 with additional support provided by Station 84. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East Glendale Avenue
East Capitol Drive
North Morris Boulevard
Milwaukee River

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area consists predominately of residential (single
and multi-family) occupancies with a significant amount of rental units. A risk assessment of all fireinspected occupancies within the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 801
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
0
High
4
Moderate
61
Low
0
Total
65

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
0%
6.15%
93.85%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
No Target Hazards in this FMZ.
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 6,942.3/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 1.60%
2018: 1.64%
2017: 1.58%
2016: 1.27%
2015: 1.30%
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FMZ 802 Description: This FMZ is located in the central portion of the Village of Shorewood. It is
covered by Station 83 with additional support provided by Station 84. The zone borders are as follows:
North: East Glendale Avenue, East Kensington Boulevard
South: East Capitol Drive
East: North Maryland Avenue, North Frederick Avenue
West: North Morris Boulevard
Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area contains a mix of industrial, commercial and
residential (single and multi-family) occupancies. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies
within the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 802
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
2
High
17
Moderate
88
Low
0
Total
107

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
1.87%
15.89%
82.24%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. Lake Bluff School – 1600 East Lake Bluff Boulevard
2. Atwater School – 2100 East Capitol Drive
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 9,903/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 3.11%
2018: 2.94%
2017: 3.64%
2016: 2.66%
2015: 2.72%
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FMZ 803 Description: This FMZ is located in the eastern portion of the Village of Shorewood. It is
covered by Station 83 with additional support provided by Station 84. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East Kensington Boulevard
East Edgewood Avenue
Lake Michigan
North Maryland Avenue, North Frederick Avenue

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. The area contains a mix of commercial and residential
(single and multi-family) occupancies. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies within the FMZ
produced the following:

FMZ 803
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
1
High
6
Moderate
32
Low
0
Total
39

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
2.57%
15.38%
82.05%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1. St. Robert’s School – 2200 East Capitol Drive
Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 6733.5/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 1.88%
2018: 1.56%
2017: 1.89%
2016: 1.70%
2015: 2.59%
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FMZ 804 Description: This FMZ is located in the southwestern portion of the Village of Shorewood and
is covered by Station 83. The zone borders are as follows:
North:
South:
East:
West:

East Capitol Drive
East Edgewood Avenue
North Maryland Avenue
Milwaukee River

Risk Analysis: This FMZ is completely hydranted. It is the most-densely populated FMZ primarily made
up of residential (single and multi-family) occupancies with a significant amount of rental units and the
majority of the high-rise buildings in the North Shore. A risk assessment of all fire-inspected occupancies
within the FMZ produced the following:

FMZ 804
Hazard Class # of Occupancies
Target
7
High
9
Moderate
65
Low
0
Total
81

% of FMZ FireInspected
Occupancies
8.64%
11.11%
80.25%
0%
100%

Target Hazards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shorewood High School Administration Building – 1701 East Capitol Drive
Shorewood High School Arts and Science Building - 1701 East Capitol Drive
Shorewood High School Arena/Gym – 1701 East Capitol Drive
Shorewood High School Performing Arts Building – 1701 East Capitol Drive
Shorewood High School Power Plant – 1701 East Capitol Drive
Shorewood Intermediate School – 3830 North Morris Boulevard
Shorewood Village Hall – 3930 North Murray Avenue

Service Area Classification:
Urban (Population Density is 11,239.1/sq. mile)
Percentage of Call Originations within FMZ:
2019: 8.24%
2018: 8.80%
2017: 8.42%
2016: 7.29%
2015: 7.27%
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Fire Risk Assessment
For the purposes of this risk assessment, fire risk has been divided into three separate categories of Brush
Fires, Structure Fires and Vehicle Fires. Due to the complex nature of Structure Fires, extensive analysis
took place in this area. While specific procedures and responding resources vary between different fire
departments to these types of emergencies, it is a good practice to directly relate the response complement
to the inherent risk level of the structure.
NSFD conducted a fire risk analysis to determine the level of risk related to a multitude of occupancies
within the North Shore. While the inherent risk of single-family occupancies was more predictable and
fairly easy to identify, commercial occupancies provided much more of a challenge due to differences in
size, construction, protection levels, etc. To more proactively assess and prepare for these risks, a matrix
was developed to assign an appropriate category of risk to fire-inspected occupancies within the North
Shore response district.
The fire risk analysis categories within the NSFD matrix include:
Low Risk:

Low risk structures are typically unoccupied, stand-alone buildings or detached
garages/storage buildings.

Moderate Risk:

Moderate risk structures define the residential and light commercial structures in
hydranted areas within the NSFD service delivery area.

High Risk:

High risk structures typically represent residential properties in non-hydranted
areas. Heavy commercial and industrial structures with specialized operations or
any other unique features may fall within this risk category as well.

Maximum Risk: High-rise buildings fall into this category of risk. The ability to safely, effectively
and efficiently extinguish fires in these types of structures relies on a heavy
response of firefighters on the initial alarm, as multiple tasks that need to be
accomplished simultaneously are typically met with significant rescue and
deployment efforts.
Target Hazard:

Target Hazards represent those structures with extremely high occupant loads,
such as schools and large, high-rise occupancies. Historic structures or those that
are economically integral to one or more of the North Shore communities also
fall within this category of risk. These risks must be identified to limit the
amount of loss once a fire has started in one of these types of hazards. Assessing
these risks is also vital to determine the amount of mutual aid required in the
event of a fire at Target Hazard occupancies.

Brush Fire
The term brush fire is used to describe the ignition of grass, rubbish or other natural vegetation product.
These incidents are generally small and represent a low level of risk to the community. It is important to
note the difference between a brush fire and a wildland fire. A wildland fire differs due to its extensive
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size, the speed at which it can spread from its original area of origin, and its ability to change direction
quickly and unexpectedly. There are no urban/wildland interfaces within the North Shore
Probability/Frequency: Moderate Potential, Low Frequency
Risk to Community Members: Low
Economic Risk: Low
Property Risk: Low
Structure Fire
The term structure fire is used to describe a working fire involving the structural components of various
residential and commercial buildings. Residential structure types can range from a single-family dwelling
to large, multi-family apartment complexes. Commercial structures encompass occupancies from small
office spaces to large shopping malls and town centers. To safely, effectively and efficiently extinguish
structure fires, fire departments typically dispatch a complement of engines, trucks, emergency medical
units and chief officers. Each individual resource and associated crew has an objective in the overall
control and extinguishment of the fire.
Probability/Frequency: Moderate Potential, Low Frequency
Risk to Community Members: High
Economic Risk: High
Property Risk: High
Vehicle Fire
The term vehicle fire is used to describe the ignition of any type of mobile property. This range includes
passenger automobiles, heavy and light trucks, motorcycles, mass transit vehicles, boats, and agricultural
mobile farm equipment.
Probability/Frequency: Moderate Potential, Moderate Frequency
Risk to Community Members: Low
Economic Risk: Moderate
Property Risk: Moderate
Emergency Medical Risk Assessment
NSFD responds to approximately 8,000 calls for service on an annual basis. Typically, 70-80% of those
calls are emergency medical in nature. Due to the high volume, potential health risk and overall
significance of these occurrences, it was vital to compile and aggressively analyze the emergency
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medical-related calls for service. Once completed, NSFR will have the data required to enhance
community risk reduction initiatives and potentially justify or modify existing departmental procedures.
Probability/Frequency: High Potential, High Frequency
Risk to Community Members: Moderate to High
Economic Risk: Low
Property Risk: Low
NSFR Response to Emergency Medical Calls for Service:
Non-Fire/EMS Risk Assessment
The North Shore Fire Department protects approximately 25 square miles. Located within the response
borders are two railroads, one interstate highway, four state highways, Lake Michigan, the Milwaukee
River and several creeks, lagoons and ponds. Weather is an additional natural element that can create
potential hazards and difficulties when responding to emergency calls for service. All of these natural and
man-made elements pose specific, unique hazards for responding emergency service personnel.
Extrication
Most often, the term extrication is used to describe the process of removing a vehicle from around a
person who has become trapped following a motor vehicle accident. However, this term can also refer to
the need to extract someone from industrial machinery or equipment. Either way, a careful, systematic
approach is required to ensure responder and patient safety during these dynamic events. Many of these
incidents require specialized hydraulic rescue equipment to be operated by competent emergency
responders.
Probability/Frequency: High Potential, Low Frequency
Risk to Life and Overall Health: High
Economic Risk: High
Property Risk: High
Hazardous Materials
Hazardous Materials operations define the NSFR emergency response to the release or substantial threat
of any hazardous substance release throughout the North Shore area. The nature of these calls determines
the level of response and subsequent operations performed on these calls for service.
Probability/Frequency: High Potential, Moderate Frequency
Risk to Life and Overall Health: High
Economic Risk: Moderate
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Property Risk: Moderate to High
Technical Rescue
A Technical Rescue Response can be defined as any type of rescue or recovery that requires specialized
equipment or expertise. These incidents occur infrequently but pose a high degree of risk to responding
personnel and victims due to the specialized training required to conduct them and the inherent dangers
associated with them. These types of emergencies include, but are not limited to, confined space rescue,
low angle rescue and trench rescue emergencies.
Confined Space
The term confined space is used to describe an enclosed area with limited access for entry and egress. The
space is designed and configured to allow for human entry, but it is not designed for continuous human
occupancy. These types of spaces include, but are not limited to, storage tanks, silos, tunnels, sewers, pits,
vessels, ducts and utility vaults. The dangers of confined spaces are often related to the lack of natural
ventilation and/or suffocation due to existing toxic gases that may or may not be easily recognized by
entrants. Submersions in liquids or granular solids are also potential hazards in certain types of confined
spaces.
Low-Angle Rescue
Low-Angle Rescue is a potential risk, especially in our eastern communities that border Lake Michigan.
Many steep grades and bluffs are present along the Lake Michigan shoreline, and any required rescues
usually require specialized equipment. Rescue harnesses, life ropes and associated rigging equipment
required for a low-angle rescue are stored on NSFR Rescue Engines and Truck Companies.
Trench Rescue
Trench Rescue involves shoring up the sides of a trench. It is considered one of the most dangerous
rescue operations to complete. Successful trench rescue operations require a significant amount of
specialized training and equipment, which may not be readily available early-on during the incident.
Probability/Frequency: High Potential, Low Frequency
Risk to Life and Overall Health: High
Economic Risk: Low to Moderate
Property Risk: Low
Ice Rescue
Open bodies of water are prevalent throughout the North Shore Response district. Lake Michigan is the
largest exposure to the east, with the Milwaukee River being the second major exposure. The Milwaukee
River is the largest river in the North Shore area. It runs predominantly North and South and bisects the
seven communities. These areas pose a significant risk during the winter months when ice is present,
especially in the early winter and late spring when the freeze/thaw cycle is in effect. There are a few other
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small rivers/creeks within the North Shore coverage area. Although less of an overall risk, NSFR is
responsible for any rescue efforts required in these areas as well.
Probability/Frequency: Approximate 33.33% chance throughout year, Low Frequency
Risk to Life and Overall Health: High
Economic Risk: Low
Property Risk: Low
Water Rescue
Open bodies of water are prevalent throughout the North Shore Response district. Lake Michigan is the
largest exposure to the east, with the Milwaukee River being the second major exposure. The Milwaukee
River is the largest river in the North Shore area. It runs predominantly North and South and bisects the
seven communities. In addition, there are a multitude of pools, additional lakes or storm water retention
spaces. These areas pose a water rescue risk throughout times of the year these bodies remain open. There
are a few other small rivers/creeks within the North Shore coverage area. Although less of an overall risk,
NSFR is also responsible for any rescue efforts required in these areas.
Probability/Frequency: Approximate 66.67% chance throughout year, Low Frequency
Risk to Life and Overall Health: High
Economic Risk: Low
Property Risk: Low

Weather
Weather is extremely dynamic in this area of the country and cannot always be assumed or predicted
solely by the season. Different weather patterns pose a variety of challenges in the areas of response
times, call volume demands and potentially increased fire risk.
Thunderstorms
A thunderstorm is a turbulent form of severe weather often characterized by high winds, thunder and
lightning. Although thunderstorm activity can be present during any time of the year, it is predominately
present during the spring and summer months of the year.
Typical service demands during severe thunderstorms are related to power outages, extremely heavy
rainfall, lightning strikes or downed trees or power lines. If heavy storm activity is confirmed through
weather radar, the Shift Battalion Chief has the authority to institute the NSFR Storm Policy. Once
resources are available on the air via radio, they will remain in that fashion until the Storm Policy is
terminated. Due to the increased volume of false alarms phoned in by an alarm company, the response is
reduced to a single unit during periods in which the Storm Policy is activated. Incidents in which a caller
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provides an indication of fire or smoke in a structure will be sent as a Still Alarm, which follows normal
standards. All units respond in emergency mode.
Tornados
A tornado is an extremely violent event that results from a severe thunderstorm. It appears as a funnelshaped cloud that can touch ground and cause significant damage resulting from the 200-300 MPH
associated winds. Tornados can completely devastate a neighborhood or community in a matter of
seconds.
If areas of the North Shore were to suffer significant damage from a tornado, initial resources would be
sent as a Still Alarm using the Disaster card, which consists of three heavy pieces (combination of three
engine/truck companies), three EMS units (BLS or ALS, zone dependent), and the on-duty Battalion
Chief. The Incident Commander can upgrade the response as necessary utilizing the MABAS Box Card.
If significant damage was endured, NSFR would depend on pre-established mutual aid agreements to
effectively handle all service demands. Damage assessments would need to be completed, and the safety
whereabouts of any missing persons would need to be assessed. NSFR has a mobile Incident Command
Post, which would be activated to serve as an area-wide command and operations center.
Significant Snow Events
Periods of substantial snowfall can be quite common during the winter months. Icy and snow-covered
roadways make travel treacherous and can be detrimental to response times.
During periods of heavy snowfall, the Shift Battalion Chief has the authority to add additional staffing to
complement the on-duty crews and reduce cross-staffing of rigs. In addition, the NSFR could institute a
dynamic deployment in which additional resources are further dispersed across the North Shore to allow
for shorter response times.
Probability/Frequency: High throughout the year, Low to Moderate Frequency
Risk to Life and Overall Health: Moderate
Economic Risk: Varies depending on the type and severity of event
Property Risk: Moderate
NSFR Response to Weather-Related Calls for Service
NSFR delivers resources to these types of emergencies through the strategic location of five fire stations
that encompass the entire response district. While some stations have a multiple rigs available for
emergency response, each station has a minimum of one fire apparatus staffed with at least three
personnel. A majority of the weather-related challenges are realized during severe thunderstorms and
significant snowfalls. It is important to note that although calls for service directly caused by weather are
statistically low to moderate in frequency, responding units must deal with challenging weather patterns
during each season of the year.
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DESCRIPTION OF AGENCY PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Community Risk Reduction
The North Shore Fire Department’s Community Risk Reduction Bureau is tasked with Code
Enforcement, Risk Reduction, and Public Education.
Code Enforcement: The North Shore Fire Department’s Community Risk Reduction Bureau
(CRRB) is tasked with interpreting and enforcing the 2015 edition of the International Building
Code, State of Wisconsin Fire Prevention Code, 2012 edition of National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA 1) fire code, and individual community fire prevention ordinances in order to
achieve code compliance. Application of the fire code originates with permit submission, state
and local plan review and field inspections of new construction and remodeling of existing
structures. Annual fire inspections are performed on all commercial and public occupancies.
The Community Risk Reduction Bureau is staffed by one Battalion Chief, one Fire Marshall, one
Fire Inspector, one Community Risk Reduction Specialist and utilizes on duty companies when
appropriate.
Fire code enforcement is handled by the Battalion Chief, a Fire Marshal, a Fire Inspector and
company inspectors. The Fire Marshal is responsible for all new construction, renovations, and
acceptance testing. The annual fire inspections are divided based on a risk assessment. The
high/target hazard occupancies are conducted by a certified State of Wisconsin Fire Inspector.
The low hazard inspections are assigned to company inspectors. The CRRB has consistently
passed annual audits by the State of Wisconsin Department of Safety and Professional Services
Fire Inspection 2% Dues Audit Staff.
The CRRB has created three avenues to ensure the community has basic fire protection available,
even in private dwellings, by a community canvass in the area of any structure fires, having
companies assess proper detection when on emergency calls, and as part of an offered home
assessment program performed by the Community Risk Reduction Specialist. These programs
ensure that working smoke and carbon monoxide alarms are present in all occupancies. When
occupancies are found to be deficient, new smoke alarms and/or carbon monoxide alarms are
installed by North Shore Fire Department personnel.
Risk Reduction: The Bureau has embraced the importance of engaging the public as a
champion of risk reduction. Several programs have been developed and implemented for the sole
purpose of reducing the risk to the community and first responders.
The Home Assessment program offers the Department an opportunity to perform a safety
evaluation of residential structures. The assessment includes an evaluation of electrical safety,
fire escape planning, general home safety, proper storage of chemicals, combustibles and
flammables, and carbon monoxide and fire alarms. The items discussed during the assessment
are recommendations based on local, state and national statistics and best practices. The
homeowner is under no obligation to comply with the recommendations. This is a very popular
initiative that is by request only. The Community Risk Reduction Specialist performs
approximately 120 home assessments annually. Data gathered indicates that 90% of the homes
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visited do not have adequate smoke and carbon monoxide alarms, which is remedied during the
assessment.
The demographics of the North Shore communities shows an aging population with median ages
higher than the Wisconsin median age. Response data reveals that 80% of the Department’s
trauma responses involving injured subjects over 65 years old, are the result of falls. The
Department, in conjunction with the North Shore Health Department, has implemented the NFPA
“Remembering When” and “Stepping Up” programs. The programs focus fire safety and fall
prevention risk reduction to an age group of 65 years or older.
An estimated 618,000 children ride in an automobile without a safety seat or restraint system at
least some of the time each year. The CRRB in conjunction with the North Shore Health
Department has partnered with Safe Kids Worldwide and Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin have
teamed up to reduce the risk of preventable injury through a Car Seat Installation Program.
Access to the program is by individual appointment or regularly held clinics. The CRRB and the
North Shore Health Department install approximately 200 car seats in the North Shore annually.
A Captain is assigned an ancillary duty of Pre-Emergency Planning. Pre-Planning is overseen by
the CRRB to reduce the risk to responders and facilitate the remediation of emergencies at a
given location. The Captain assigns pre-plan information gathering to companies on an annual
basis. The Captain compiles the information and prepares CAD drawings for the assigned
building. Target and High-Risk buildings are assigned in Target Solutions as part of a monthly
training.
Businesses within the communities are provided risk reduction programs through scheduled
programs. Training is frequently provided in, but not limited to the following subjects;
emergency evacuation procedures, fire extinguisher usage and workplace safety. Additionally,
risk reduction efforts are in place to ensure protection for the public and notification to the
Department from fire or life safety dangers, in the event there is a reduction in a life safety
feature. The CRRB developed a “Fire Watch” program that is implemented when fire personnel
deem a life safety or fire protection feature to be inoperable. The program outlines the Fire
Watch requirements and documentation needed by the building owner.
Public Education: The North Shore Fire Department provides the residents of the North Shore
with public education that can be categorized into three areas; fire safety education, medical
education and public information.
The CRRB has developed fire safety education programs for school aged children K4-4th grade.
A combination of on-duty companies and members from the Community Risk Reduction Bureau
provide fire education to elementary schools during the month of October. Grades K4-Fourth
grade are presented a program that includes a take home project sponsored by local businesses
and the opportunity to go through the fire safety trailer to practice escape planning. The
Department visits seventeen grade schools which results in 7000 contacts annually. Adult
education is facilitated through participation in community events. Throughout the year, on-duty
companies attend block parties, community festivals, safety fairs and National Night Out. The
Department also provides Station Tours when requested. These events provide the opportunity
for our customers to interact with members of the Department and ask questions pertaining to
safety information and Department operations. The public is provided educational handouts that
reinforce the need for smoke and carbon monoxide alarms and escape planning.
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The CRRB’s primary goal for medical education is a focus on raising awareness and increase
bystander CPR to increase the survivability of cardiac arrest patients. Educational programs
include CPR certification and Hands-Only CPR. The CRRB is also involved with Project Adam
which assists schools with a cardiac arrest plan. Since the inception of the programs, the
bystander CPR rate has increased from 19% to 48.5%, which is 8% above the national average.
The Department has seen an increase from 23% to 32% of patients in cardiac arrest that have a
return of spontaneous circulation.
The Department has identified an increased need for public awareness and communication of not
only emergency response incidents, but public events surrounding the Department. Areas of
communication involve educational public awareness, broadcasting and social media of public
incidents or events and opportunities for greater citizen involvement. The CRRB utilizes local
and national media outlets, the Department website, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pulsepoint
to facilitate public awareness and education.
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CURRENT DEPLOYMENT AND PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS
At its inception, on January 1995, the North Shore Fire Department established its formal mission
statement.
Mission Statement: To provide a range of programs designed to educate and protect the lives and
property of all North Shore residents from adverse effects of fires, sudden medical emergencies, or
exposure to dangerous conditions created by either man or nature.
In 2011, a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis was performed utilizing
Chief Staff and Captains. As a result of the analysis, the Department created and published its first
Strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan is reviewed, updated and published on an annual basis with stated
Strategic Goals. As part of the original Strategic Plan, the Department developed Organizational Values
and a Vision Statement.
Strategic Goals:

Strategic Goal Number 1: Provide service that meets or exceeds the
communities’ expectations as North Shore Fire/Rescues contribution
towards public safety’s overall mission of keeping communities safe.
Strategic Goal Number 2: Develop and maintain partnerships within the
community as a means to educate the public on how to keep their
communities safe and receive feedback on the service provided by the
North Shore Fire/Rescue.
Strategic Goal Number 3: Ensure North Shore Fire/Rescue is a fiscally
sound organization
Strategic Goal Number 4: Recruit and maintain well trained and
educated employees dedicated to providing service to the North Shore
Communities.
Strategic Goal Number 5: Facilities, apparatus and equipment will be
maintained and replaced with respect to the efficiencies and limits of
available resource allocations.

Organizational Values:

We value having pride in the organization, the service we provide, the
communities we serve, and the stations and equipment we use.
We value the honor of being part of an organization and profession that
is trusted by the community.
We value the integrity and honesty of our members and what upholding
these values means to our customers and other members.
We value committing to excellence and reliability in everything we do.
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We value leadership, teamwork, innovation, labor-management
collaboration, respect and tolerance in our organization.
We value cooperation and region-wide planning with neighboring
responders so that great service and efficiency are never hampered by
territorialism or parochialism.
We value the social good in what we do as an organization and as
individuals.
Vision Statement:

It is the vision of North Shore Fire/Rescue to be nationally
recognized as an all-hazards, all-risk service provider by
developing and maintaining strategic community partnerships,
hiring and training exceptional people, developing efficiencies in
service provision to ensure fiscal sustainability for the entire
organization and maintaining our core infrastructure.

The goal of the North Shore Fire Department’s deployment model is that it meets or exceeds the
Department’s Mission, Strategic Goals, Values and Vision. The North Shore Fire Department (NSFD)
establishes time and on-scene performance expectations for emergency responses in the disciplines of
EMS, Fire, Hazardous Materials, and Technical Rescue and the associated effective response force.
NSFD has established minimum company standards through critical task analysis and the application of
commonly accepted national standards. Training evolutions are utilized to ensure safety, efficiency and
effective implementation of the on-scene expectations. Evolutions are reviewed annually to consider best
practices and new technology and/or equipment.
Distribution of Resources
Distribution involves locating geographically distributed, first-due resources for all-risk initial
intervention. Distribution is simply describing first-due arrival. Station locations are needed to assure
rapid deployment to minimize and terminate average or routine emergencies.
The primary response area consists of 24.32 square miles housing over 64,000 residents. In response to
the Department’s Strategic Goal 1, resources are appropriately allocated throughout the response area.
The Department evaluates travel time from a baseline/benchmark comparison and also utilizes computer
generated expected travel times, maps located in Appendix C.
Currently, the North Shore Fire Department provides service out of five stations to seven communities.
The five stations were in existence at the time of consolidation. The provisions of the consolidation
guided administration to seek opportunities to increase operational and response effectiveness to the
northeast response area. In 2004, the Department opened a new Station 85 in Bayside and
decommissioned the older station in Fox Point. The primary response area is divided into five primary
fire station response zones.
The five response areas are further subdivided into twenty-six CAD response zones. Primary units are
dispatched according to the five primary station response areas, the order of dispatching of subsequent
resources, which includes automatic aid varies among individual CAD response zones.
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Facilities, Apparatus, Staffing & Response Zones
Station 81/Administration/Training Bureau

4401 West River Lane
Brown Deer, Wisconsin 53223
Constructed in 1995: Station 81 was under construction at the time of consolidation and was being built
by the Village of Brown Deer. The station was purchased, as part of the consolidation agreement, and
was the first station owned and operated by the North Shore Fire Department. It has been well maintained
and is in good condition. The size of the administrative area is fairly small for the size of the organization.
If an opportunity exists, expanding the office space to allow the Community Risk Reduction
Bureau to move to this location would be beneficial.

Apparatus

Minimum
Staffing

Primary CAD
Response Zones

Engine 81 (Rescue
Engine)

3

15, 10, 12

Med Unit 81*

2

15, 10, 12, 50, 51, 54

Tender 81*

2

10, 20, 50

Management Zone
501.1, 501.2, 401,
601.2
501.1, 501.2, 401,
301, 601.2, 352
401, 301

2019
Total
Response
1,894
2,202
3

*Med Unit 81 and Tender 81 are cross-staffed.
Station 81 also houses three staff vehicles, a reserve Engine (Engine 87), and a reserve Ambulance (Med
87)
Station 81

Estimated
Population

Square
Miles

Housing Units
Served

2019
Incidents

2018
Incidents

Rural
Urban
Total

749
12714
13463

3.07
4.67
7.74

295
5897
6192

79
2157
2236

81
2071
2152
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Station 82/Battalion Headquarters

5901 North Milwaukee River Parkway
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
Constructed in 1963: Originally built by the City of Glendale and operated as the Glendale Fire
Department. Sale of the property was offered, by the City of Glendale, and accepted by the North Shore
Fire Department in 2002. Currently owned and operated by the NSFD. Station 82 also houses the
maintenance division. Station 82 will be the next station evaluated for updating as prescribed by the
Long- Range Financial Committee.

Apparatus

Minimum Primary CAD
Staffing
Response Zones

Battalion 8

1

Truck 82

3

Med Unit 82*

2/3

Management
Zone

All Zones
24, 21, 20, 245, 241,
243, 23

All Zones
601.2, 601.1,
602, 352
601.2, 601.1,
24, 21, 20, , 245, 241, 602, 352, 701,
243, 23, 45, 42, 54
702, 703

2019
Total
Response
590
2,364

2,595

Station 82 also houses a staff vehicle, the reserve command unit (Battalion 86), and the reserve Truck
(Truck 86). Due to its central location, Station 82 has a training room utilized for Department Wide
Trainings.
Station 82
Rural
Urban
Total
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Estimated
Population
328
11203
11531

Square
Miles
0.95
4.95
5.9

Housing Units
Served
152
5304
5456

2019
Incidents
47
2319
2366

2018
Incidents
43
2357
2400
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Station 83

3936 North Murray Avenue
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
Constructed in 1932: Originally owned and operated by the Village of Shorewood and housed the
Shorewood Fire and Police Departments. Entered into a Landlord/Renter agreement with the North Shore
Fire Department. Sale of the property was offered, by the Village of Shorewood, and accepted by the
North Shore Fire Department in 2020. Currently owned and operated by the NSFD. Building is currently
undergoing a major renovation in 2019/2020.

Apparatus

Minimum Primary CAD
Staffing
Response Zones

Truck 83

3

3

Med Unit 83

2

3, 43

Station 83
Rural
Urban
Total
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Estimated
Population
NA
13086
13083

Square
Miles
NA
1.97
1.97

Management
Zone
801, 802, 803,
804, 602
801, 802, 803,
804, 602, 703,
702

Housing Units
Served
NA
6573
6573

2019
Incidents
NA
1337
1337

2019
Total
Response
1,256
1,846

2018
Incidents
NA
1290
1290
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Station 84

825 East Lexington Boulevard
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
Constructed in 1953: Currently owned and operated by the Village of Whitefish Bay. Entered into a
Landlord/Renter agreement with the North Shore Fire Department. The building is undergoing a major
remodel in 2019/2020. Once the renovation to both Station 83 and 84 are completed, the operational plan
is to cross-staff a BLS Ambulance from this station.

Apparatus

Minimum Primary CAD
Staffing
Response Zones

Management
Zone

2019
Total
Response

Engine 84 (Rescue
Engine)

3

701, 702, 703,
801, 802, 351,
352

1,921

42, 43, 45

Station 84 also houses a reserve Ambulance (Ambulance 86). In 2020, upon completion of the Station 83
and 84 remodeling projects, a cross-staffed BLS Ambulance will be placed into service.
Station 84
Rural
Urban
Total
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Estimated
Population
NA
15606
15606

Square
Miles
NA
2.67
2.67

Housing Units
Served
NA
6364
6364

2019
Incidents
NA
1162
1162

2018
Incidents
NA
863
863
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Station 85/Community Risk Reduction Bureau

665 East Brown Deer Road
Bayside, Wisconsin 53217
Constructed in 2004: First Station that was built by the North Shore Fire Department. Occupancy of
current location vacated previous location further south in the Village of Fox Point. Currently owned and
operated by the NSFD.

Apparatus

Minimum Primary Response
Staffing
Zone

Engine 85

3

51, 50, 54

Ambulance 85*

2

51, 50, 54

Tender 85*
2
50, 20, 10
*Ambulance 85 and Tender 85 are cross-staffed.

Management
Zone
301, 401, 352,
351, 601.1
301, 401, 352,
351, 601.1
301, 401

2019
Total
Response
969
883
11

Station 85 also houses three staff vehicles (Community Risk Reduction Bureau), a life safety house, a
utility vehicle, Special Operations Trailer that carries active threat, hazardous materials, technical rescue
and rehab equipment to supplement the equipment on the Rescue Engines and a Zodiac Boat (Boat 85).
Station 85
Rural
Urban
Total
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Estimated
Population
519
10621
11140

Square
Miles
1.15
4.91
6.06

Housing Units
Served
201
4808
5009

2019
Incidents
56
945
1001

2018
Incidents
75
866
941
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The following map shows the first-due areas for each station with an overlay of the FMZs.
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Concentration of Resources
Just as distribution ensures that response equity occurs throughout the North Shore, concentration
involves placing a density of resources so that areas with increased risk can be protected adequately. This
concentration of resources is centered on the desire to ensure that adequate resources can assemble to
provide an Effective Response Force (ERF) for incidents requiring multiple companies.
In 2013, the North Shore Fire Department entered into an agreement with the Fire Departments from
Milwaukee, Wauwatosa, West Allis, Greenfield, Oak Creek, St. Francis and most recently Franklin has
entered the agreement. The agreement is aptly named the “Shared Services Agreement”. In the past, the
Milwaukee Fire Department (MFD) was not willing to provide mutual aid outside of their borders without
significant reimbursement. The purpose of the Shared Services agreement is to provide constituents of the
participating fire departments the fastest appropriate response to fire and EMS emergencies regardless of
municipal borders. The agreement provides each participating Department access to 45 Engines, 16
Trucks, 2 Heavy Rescues, 29 Paramedic Units, and 12 Battalion Chiefs. The Shared Services Operations
Committee is charged with development of responses in the areas of communications, safety, and
operations. The agreement has been in effect and is continuously improving for approximately seven
years. The direction is continued development with a goal of borderless dispatch with seamless
operations. Currently, the committee has standardized responses and procedures on Communications,
Incident Management, Residential Structure Fires, Responses to Automatic Alarms, High-Rise Structure
Fires, Carbon Monoxide, Natural Gas Emergencies, Automobile Extrication, RIT, Company
Accountability. The Committee also developed a Station Move-up Plan which is automatic for an incident
with an expected duration of more than one hour or an upgrade to a 2nd Alarm or as requested by
Incident Command, which standardizes and maintains a concentration of resources.
The North Shore Fire Department is an active member of the Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS)
Division 107. MABAS is a system to coordinate the effective and efficient provision of mutual aid
during emergencies, natural disasters, or manmade catastrophes. MABAS is not intended to relieve a
community of their responsibilities of providing adequate emergency services for all local emergencies,
since all communities should have their own first line of defense. Via MABAS agreements, mutual aid
resources are available for unusually large or complex incidents in the North Shore and the North Shore
Fire Department resources are routinely deployed throughout southeastern Wisconsin. After utilizing up
to five alarm levels of Shared Services automatic aid resources, up to five Box Alarm levels of MABAS
resources are available in the North Shore. When a community exhausts its resources, MABAS can be
activated by the stricken community and through a systematic plan, MABAS will provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate assistance of personnel and equipment at the scene of an emergency or disaster
Response teams of: Firefighters, Emergency Medical Personnel, Hazardous Materials,
Responders, Technical Rescue Specialists, Divers, etc.
Access to specialized equipment
A contractual agreement covering responsibilities and liabilities for all its members.
Standardized policies and procedures for mutual aid responses.
Organization comprising fire departments from the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri,
Michigan, and Wisconsin.

Pre-determined response plans accounting for NSFD, Shared Services and MABAS resources is provided
in Appendix D.
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Resiliency
Resiliency is defined by CPSE in the 9th edition FESSAM: an organization’s ability to quickly recover
from an incident or events, or to adjust easily to changing needs or requirements. Greater resiliency can
be achieved by constant review and analysis of the response system and focus on three components:
•
•
•

Resistance: The ability to deploy only resources necessary to safely and effectively control an
incident and bring it to termination.
Absorption: The ability of the agency to quickly add or duplicate resources necessary to maintain
service levels during heavy call volume or incidents of high resource demand.
Restoration: The agency’s ability to quickly return to state of normalcy.

Resistance is addressed through resource deployment generated by computer aided resource deployment
for specific identified call types, within geographic areas.
Absorption and Restoration is accomplished through automatic and mutual aid agreements and a Shared
Services policy for station transfers under defined circumstances or Incident Command requests.
Current Deployment Capabilities
While the Department has a large variety of mandates and responsibilities, one of the most visible is the
provision of emergency services. Approximately 75% of emergency responses are emergency medical in
nature. The remaining 25% of emergency responses consist of fire and service-related type calls.
Current Deployment Capabilities – Emergency Medical Services:
All sworn members of the Department are licensed to provide emergency medical care in the
State of Wisconsin at either the Emergency Medical Technician-Basic or Emergency Medical
Technician-Paramedic level. The Department operates four front-line ambulances which provide
primary response to emergency medical incidents. All fire Engines and fire Trucks are also
equipped and staffed to provide emergency medical responses allowing the Department to send
the closest available unit to any type of emergency.
The Department staffs two types of ambulances, Advanced Life Support and Basic Life Support.
Both types of ambulances are staffed by a minimum of two personnel. Advanced Life Support
Ambulances must have at least two State of Wisconsin Licensed Paramedics assigned while
Basic Life Support Ambulances must have at least two State of Wisconsin Licensed Emergency
Medical Technician Basics assigned. The Department operates three ALS units and one BLS unit.
The North Shore Fire Department provides initial care through transport to a definitive care
provider. Medical Direction for the Department’s emergency medical services is provided under
contract by Milwaukee County Office of Emergency Management’s Emergency Medical System
(MCOEM-EMS). MCOEM-EMS also provides initial and on-going training for paramedics,
quality assurance review of patient care provided by the Department and maintenance and support
for related emergency medical equipment. The Fire Department recognizes the value of
defibrillation and advanced life support (ALS). All apparatus minimally carry an automatic
external defibrillator (AED) and the Med Units carry regular defibrillators. The Fire Department
has prioritized paramedic services and is intentionally growing its pool of paramedics. Many
days, additional paramedic staffing is utilized to provide a Paramedic First Responder (PFR) on a
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Heavy Piece. Currently, we employ 41 personnel (41.4%) that are Emergency Medical
Technician-Paramedic level. The Department’s current objective is to reach fifty percent of its
personnel being trained to the paramedic level.
The Department’s Community Risk Reduction Bureau has put considerable effort into increasing
bystander CPR through education programs and implementation of the PulsePoint Application.
CPR instructions are provided by a 911 transfer to the Office of Emergency Management – EMS
Communications. In 2019, the Department placed three CPR compression assist devices
(LUCAS) in service. In addition, four of the seven community police departments carry AEDs in
their squads.
If a need arises, due to call volume or call type, for additional EMS units/resources, there are
several options for the Shift Battalion Chief or on-scene Commander to utilize:
•
•

•

Single Unit BLS: Can request mutual aid from surrounding departments or utilize a BLS
resource from a private company.
Single Unit ALS: Can request automatic aid from surrounding departments within the
Milwaukee County Paramedic system. Can request mutual aid from outside the
Milwaukee County System if needed. This is typically from either Thiensville or
Mequon Fire Departments. Both departments are primarily Paid-On-Call (POC)
Departments, located to the north in Ozaukee County.
Multiple Units (Mass Casualty, Disaster, etc.): Can request additional resources through
the MABAS system. Typically, this would be facilitated utilizing MABAS Box Cards
either 8-23 Life Safety or 8-28 Disaster or 8-29 Rescue Task Force.

Critical Tasking for Emergency Medical Services
Responses requiring emergency medical treatment and possible transport that are not considered a
technical rescue were considered for this section. NSFD is responsible for BLS and ALS
response, treatment and transport to a definitive health care facility. The evaluation of risk for
emergency medical incidents has been categorized as low, moderate, high, and maximum risk.
Low Risk Emergency Medical
A low risk EMS call for service is defined as a Basic Life Support request. This level of medical
care is utilized for victims with non- life-threatening illnesses or injuries. Examples of this type of
emergency medical call range from a minor cut to a broken bone. For these requests for service,
the first due transporting ambulance (BLS or ALS/BLS) will be dispatched to respond in an
emergency fashion. If the first due transporting unit is not available, the closest Engine or Truck
will be dispatched emergency with an appropriate transport unit assigned non-emergency. The
only exception is a request for lifting assistance without injuries, in which case the closest unit
staffed with emergency medical personnel is dispatched to respond in a non-emergency fashion.
Moderate Risk Emergency Medical
A moderate risk EMS call for service is defined as an ALS request for assistance. Examples of
these potentially life-threatening medical emergencies include, but are not limited to, respiratory
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distress, altered level of consciousness, heart attack. For moderate risk EMS calls for service, the
closest Engine or Truck and transporting ALS/BLS unit will be dispatched to respond in an
emergency fashion.
High Risk Emergency Medical
A high-risk EMS call for service is defined as a patient that is reported as being Pulseless, NonBreathing (PNB0. For high risk EMS calls for service, a ALSNB is dispatched which consists of
Two BLS units (typically two heavy pieces), an ALS/BLS unit and a Battalion Chief.
Maximum Risk Emergency Medical
A maximum risk EMS call is defined as a call for service in which emergency medical personnel
and/or equipment are quickly overwhelmed by the number and severity of casualties. These events
are commonly referred to as Mass-Casualty incidents. Examples of these incidents include, but
are not limited to, active shooter scenes and high-passenger count motor vehicle. First- arriving
members to these incidents will assume Incident Command of the scene and utilize the Life
Safety, Disaster or Disaster RTF Box Card as a means of upgrading the alarm as necessary.
Establishing an Effective Response Force (EMS)
BREAKDOWN OF PERSONNEL – EFFECTIVE RESPONSE FORCE
Critical Tasks
Incident Command/Ops/Safety
Emergency Medical Crew
(BLS/ALS)
Emergency Medical Crew (ALS)
Scene Support
Total Number of Personnel

Low

Risk Level / # Firefighters
Moderate
High
Maximum
1
2

2

2
2

4
2

2
2
9

2

4

7

15

Levels of EMS Response
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•

Basic Life Support Lift Assist (BLSLA) – Report of assistance needed for a fall without
reported injuries.
o Closest Available Unit (preference to 1st due Heavy Piece) – Non-emergency

•

Basic Life Support (BLS) – Dispatch protocols follow the Milwaukee County EMS
Dispatch Guidelines.
o 1 BLS Unit or 1 ALS/BLS Unit

•

Advanced Life Support (ALS) - Dispatch protocols follow the Milwaukee County EMS
Dispatch Guidelines.
o 1 ALS/BLS Unit and 1BLS Unit (Ambulance, Engine or Truck)
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o

Advanced Life Support Not Breathing (ALSNB) – Dispatch protocols follow the
Milwaukee County EMS Dispatch Guidelines for a report of a subject not breathing. Call
transfer for bystander CPR instructions to EMS Communications.
o 1 ALS/BLS Unit, 2 BLS Units (Ambulance, Engine or Truck), and 1 Command
Officer

•

Life Safety Assignment (MABAS Box Card 8-23 Life Safety) – Multiple unit response
(automatic aid) for EMS scenes with multiple patients such as Mass Casualty Incidents.
o 2 Engines, 1 Truck, 1 ALS Unit, 1 EMS Unit (personnel), 2 Command Officers

•

Full Assignment (MABAS Box Card 8-23 Life Safety) – Multiple unit response
(automatic aid) for EMS scenes with multiple patients such as Mass Casualty Incidents.
Dispatch initiated.
o 4 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1 ALS Units (IC to request additional), 1 EMS Unit
(personnel), 3 Command Officers

•

2nd through 5th Alarm upgrades (MABAS Box Card 8-23 Life Safety) – Upgrade from
command (automatic aid)
o Additional Units: 4 to 13 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1to 2 Heavy Rescues, EMS Units
(as requested by IC), 1 to 2 Command Officers, Rehab Trailer, 1 Command Post

•

MABAS Box Alarm (MABAS Box Card 8-23 Life Safety) – Upgrade from command
(mutual aid)
o 1 Strike Team of Ambulances (5 EMS Units) per box alarm level up to 5 levels

EMS Response Goal Development
Much like flashover, the EMS community uses a critical time frame when discussing the point of brain
death. When a person stops breathing, and/or their heart stops beating, the American Heart Association
says that brain tissue begins to die in 4-6 minutes. If the patient goes ten minutes without oxygen, the
brain's damage is irreversible. The key to saving this patient is to provide cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) and electrical defibrillation before brain damage is irreversible. A significant finding is that
survival rates improve the sooner CPR and Defibrillation are applied. At two minutes, the patient has a
30% survival rate while at ten minutes it drops to near zero. As a result, the goal for the non-breathing
patient is to arrive prior to irreversible brain death.
Chain of Survival
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The American Heart Association states that a strong Chain of Survival can improve the chances of
survival and recovery for victims of heart attack, stroke and other emergencies. The five links in the adult
Chain of Survival are:
• Immediate recognition of cardiac arrest and activation of the emergency response system
• Early cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) with an emphasis on chest compressions
• Rapid defibrillation
• Effective advanced life support
• Integrated post-cardiac arrest care
The chain of survival suggests that Basic Life Support (CPR and defibrillation) should be available to the
victim of a cardiac arrest within four minutes of the event, and that Advanced Life Support (EMTParamedic service) should be available within eight minutes or less of the event.

. Critical EMS Tasks for Pulseless Non-Breathing Patients
These are tasks that must be conducted in a timely manner by EMT-P and EMT-B personnel at
EMS scenes in order to stabilize the situation and provide adequate patient care:
Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR): To perform highly-effective CPR, NSFD commits
two or three personnel to this task.
Defibrillation: Using an electrical current from a defibrillator is sometimes useful to cause a
heart in an abnormal rhythm to return to a normal rhythm. Defibrillation is performed by one
EMT-P.
Intravenous Access (IV): IVs are initiated in a majority of ALS patients. This task is typically
performed by a single EMT-P but may require support from additional personnel on scene.
Medication Administration: EMT-P personnel are authorized to give medications, including
some narcotics and controlled substances. Medication can be administered by a single EMT-P
but may require support from additional EMT-P personnel on scene.
Endotracheal Intubation: Patients with severe airway compromise are often intubated.
Typically, two EMT-P personnel team up to accomplish this task, but it could be accomplished
by a single EMT-P in extreme circumstances.
Documentation and Communication: A member of the fire department’s response team must
accurately document all interventions performed, medications administered, and patient history.
EMS Responses – Benchmark

For 90 percent of all low, moderate, high and maximum risk EMS Calls, the total
response time for the arrival of the first-due EMS capable unit, staffed with a
minimum of two EMTs, shall be:
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Urban:
Rural:
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6 minutes 30 seconds
7 minutes 30 seconds

The first-due unit for all risk levels shall be capable of: assessing scene safety,
establishing command, providing a minimum of Basic Life Support care including
automatic external defibrillation (AED), requesting additional resources; establishing and
maintaining patient contact; stabilizing the situation; providing adequate care and
support for the victim; reduce, reverse or eliminate the conditions that caused the
emergency. These operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard
operating procedures while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all moderate risk EMS calls, the total response time for the arrival of
the effective response force (ERF), for a total ERF of four personnel (Minimum of two
paramedics), shall be 9 minutes in all areas: The ERF for moderate risk shall be capable
of: establishing command; providing ALS care; establishing and maintaining patient
contact; stabilize the situation; provide adequate care and support for the victim; reduce,
reverse or eliminate the conditions that caused the emergency.
For 90 percent of all high and maximum risk EMS calls, the total response time for the
arrival of the ERF, staffed with 7 and 15 personnel respectively, shall be:
o

Urban and Rural, ERF 7/15:

10 minutes 30 seconds

The ERF for high risk EMS calls shall be capable of establishing command,
providing ALS care, stabilize the situation, assisting with Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation efforts, including placement and utilization of the LUCAS device.
The ERF for target risk EMS calls shall also be capable of providing access to the
patient, perform triage and mass casualty functions. These operations shall be
done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures while
providing for the safety of responders and the general public
Current Deployment Capabilities – Fire Suppression:
The North Shore Fire Department uses cross-trained personnel to deliver both fire suppression
and emergency medical services to the North Shore. Each of the Department’s five fire stations
is staffed to respond with either an Engine or a Truck (Quint) apparatus. Fire Engines and Trucks
are generally staffed by a minimum of three personnel; a Captain or Lieutenant, a Heavy
Equipment Operator and a Firefighter/Paramedic or Firefighter/EMT. Fire Engines carry 750
gallons of on-board water and are generally used for fire suppression operations. Trucks have
aerial ladders and a large compliment of ground ladders. Both Trucks operated by North Shore
Fire/Rescue also carry water and hose and function as a fire suppression unit, similar to a Fire
Engine, which allows for the greatest operational flexibility.
Ambulances are utilized as part of the station response within their first response area or as a
special call for staffing dependent on the call type and level.
Tenders are used to carry water for fire suppression operations in areas of the communities that do
not have fire hydrants. River Hills and a small portion of Bayside are not protected by fire
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hydrants and require water to be tanked to the scene for fire suppression. The Department has two
3,000-gallon water tenders. These units are cross-staffed units. In preparation for providing an
uninterrupted water supply the department relies upon the 6,000 gallons that the two tenders carry
and commonly requests mutual aid with Tenders for fires in these communities.
The minimum staffing for each shift (24 hour period) is 24 with a maximum staffing of 31.
Minimum staffing allows for the following fire suppression resources to be available:
•
•
•
•
•

Three Engine Companies (Fire Stations: 81, 84, 85)
Two Truck (Quint) Companies (Fire Stations 82, 83)
Two Tenders-cross staffed (Fire Stations 81, 85)
Four EMS Units – with two personnel (Fire Stations 81, 82, 83, 85)
One Shift Commander / Battalion Chief (Fire Station 82)

When staffing is above the minimum (24), the Department assigns people to increase efficiency
of the Department’s operation. Placement of personnel above minimum staffing is guided by
SOP 206 – Staffing. The on-duty Battalion Chief has the authority to deviate from staffing plans
when the need arises.
Administrative sworn personnel (Chief, Two Assistant Chiefs, One Battalion Chief, One
Captain), if available, respond to assist with command functions for alarms at the “Full
Assignment” level or greater. A minimum of one of these support personnel are available at all
times to respond at the Full Assignment level or when needed in a support function.
The Community Risk Reduction Division (Assistant Chief, Fire Marshal, Community Risk
Reduction Specialist) assists with fire suppression activities through public information and fire
investigation.
When a caller reports one of three criteria: 1) Structure is on fire 2) Report of thick black smoke
3) Multiple 911 calls confirming a structure fire, a Full Assignment is dispatched. The North
Shore Fire Department’s response to a structure fire in a hydranted area, whether residential or
commercial, consists of four Engine Companies, two Truck Companies, one ALS Ambulance,
two EMS Units (personnel), and three Chief Officers. The North Shore Fire Department’s
response to a structure fire in a non-hydranted area, whether residential or commercial, consists of
five Engine Companies, two Truck Companies, one ALS Ambulance, one EMS Unit (personnel),
five Tenders, and three Chief Officers. The minimum number of personnel initially responding to
the Department’s structure fires in hydranted areas is 29 and 31 in non-hydranted areas. Station
location allows the Department to respond to any call for fire suppression with an effective,
professional response force. Additionally, automatic aid agreements ensure the closest most
appropriate seamless resource allocation at the time of initial incident dispatch.
Since the introduction of Shared Services in 2014, the system has continued to grow and evolve
from an initial alarm resource to now having a dispatch protocol up to five alarms within the
Shared Services initiative with automatic station move ups. A fifth alarm structure fire in the
North Shore would bring thirteen Engines, two Trucks, two Heavy Rescues, one ALS Unit, and
two Chief Officers above the initial Full Assignment. These additional alarm levels allow for
incidents of extended duration or above average complexity to be handled by the local dispatch
center, under a singular Incident Management Plan, and shared guidelines in the areas of
communications, accountability, RIT, and structure fire operations.
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Since 2006, the Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS) has been approved for operation in
Wisconsin as a means to deploy fire, rescue, and EMS resources for multi-jurisdictional response.
The identified need for additional personnel/resources above the five Alarm levels is achieved
through the MABAS System. For fire suppression, this is typically facilitated by the use of either
MABAS Box Cards 8-21 Structure Fire or 8-22 Structure Fire Non-Hydrant. MABAS response
plans allow for the dispatching of five additional MABAS box alarms above the fifth alarm level.
Critical Tasking for Fire Suppression
Low Risk Fire Incidents
Low risk fires usually involve the response of an Engine (pump) and a Truck (support). These
types of fire incidents are typically minor and may be effectively handled by two companies.
Low risk fires may involve brush, dumpster, a contained appliance fire with little to no exposure
threats to a structure. For these requests for service, the first due Engine and Truck will be
dispatched to respond in an emergency fashion. The EMS unit in the hydranted zones, if
available, will also be dispatched to respond in an emergency fashion.
Moderate Risk Fire Incidents
Moderate risk fires typically involve the response of a “Full Assignment.” These types of fire
incidents are usually confined to a single structure or involve contents within a structure.
Moderate risk are defined as fires within residential and light commercial/industrial structures
within the NSFD hydranted service delivery area. A Full Assignment for a moderate risk fire
incident receives four Engines, two Trucks, one ALS Unit, two EMS Units (personnel), and
three Command Officers.
High Risk Fire Incidents
High risk fires involve an initial response of a Full Assignment. High risk fires have the potential
to involve not only an involved structure, but exposures as well. High risk fires have the potential
to involve the request for additional alarm assignments. High risk fires are also defined as
structure fires in the non-hydranted response areas due to the labor intensive water supply
operations. A Full Assignment for a high risk fire in a hydranted area receives four

Engines, two Trucks, one ALS Unit, two EMS Units (personnel), and three Command
Officers. A Full Assignment for a high risk fire in a non-hydranted area receives five
Engines, two Trucks, five Tenders, one ALS unit, one EMS Unit (personnel) and three
Command Officers.
Maximum Risk Fire Incidents
Maximum risk fires involve and initial response of a Full Assignment with the potential of alarm
upgrades. Maximum risk fires are defined as fires affecting an extremely high occupant load
and/or large high rise occupancies. A Full Assignment with a CAD recognized maximum risk
fire incident, receives four Engines, four Trucks, four ALS Units, and four Command Officers on
the initial assignment.

Establishing an Effective Response Force (Fire)
There are two categories of activities that must be performed by firefighters at the scene of a
structure fire. The first wave of activities must be performed in a virtually simultaneous manner
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while the second wave may be performed by later arriving companies.
First, there are activities that must be accomplished with a great deal of coordination in the initial
onset of an operation. These activities must be accomplished in a virtually simultaneous manner
in order to allow for a relatively safe advancement to the seat of the fire for extinguishment along
with an aggressive search for occupants while maintaining accountability for operating personnel
and coordination with resources that are not yet on scene. These tasks, which must be
accomplished by initial arriving units within moments of one another (otherwise defined as the
effective response force) are listed below:
BREAKDOWN OF PERSONNEL – EFFECTIVE RESPONSE FORCE
Critical Tasks
Incident Command/Ops/Safety
Pump Operator
Water Supply
Attack Crew
Search and Rescue
Rapid Intervention Team
Ventilation/Utilities/Exposures
Operations/Safety
ALS
Total Number of Personnel
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Low
1
1
2

2

6

Risk Level / # Firefighters
Moderate
High
Maximum
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
3
6
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
18

20

23
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Second, there are activities that, though they must be performed in a timely fashion by units assigned to
the initial alarm, do not necessarily need to occur simultaneously. These activities allow for augmenting
the effective response force so as to cut off extension of fire and to enhance the safety of the incident by
expanding the command and accountability structure. The chart below lists all tasks that must typically
be performed by personnel responding on the initial alarm.
BREAKDOWN OF PERSONNEL – FULL ASSIGNMENT
Critical Tasks
Incident Command/Ops/Safety
Pump Operator
Water Supply
Attack Crew
Back Up
Search and Rescue
Rapid Intervention Team
Ventilation/Utilities/Exposures
Operations
Safety (ISO)
ALS
Aerial Device Operations
On-Deck
Total Number of Personnel

Risk Level / # Firefighters
Moderate
High
Maximum
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
9
2
3
3
6
3
3
3
3
3
6
4
4
4
3
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
8
1
1
2
3
3
8
28

35

43

Levels of Fire Response
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•

Fire Alarm – General automatic fire alarm from alarm company
o 1 Engine, 1 Truck and the ambulance from the zone if available. Second due unit
responds non-emergency.

•

Limited Alarm – Vehicle fire, dumpster fire, grass fire (no exposures), appliance fire
(contained)
o 1 Engine, 1 Truck and the ambulance from the zone if available

•

Smoke Assignment (MABAS Box Card 8-21) – Smoke investigation
2 Engines, 1 Truck, 1 ALS Unit, 1 EMS Unit (personnel), 1 Command Officer

•

Full Assignment (MABAS Box Card 8-21 Structure Fire) – Caller reports one of three
criteria: 1) Structure is on fire 2) Report of thick black smoke from a structure 3)
Multiple 911 calls reporting a structure fire.
o 4 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1 ALS Unit, 2 EMS Units (personnel), 3 Command Officers

NORTH SHORE FIRE DEPARTMENT STANDARDS OF COVER
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•

Full Assignment (MABAS Box Card 8-22 Structure Fire Non-Hydrant) – Caller
reports one of three criteria: 1) Structure is on fire 2) Report of thick black smoke from
a structure 3) Multiple 911 calls reporting a structure fire and CAD recognizes the
address as being in a non-hydranted area
o 5 Engines, 2 Trucks, 5 Tenders, 1 ALS Unit, 1 EMS Unit (personnel), 3
Command Officers

•

High Rise Level 1 Caller reports one of three criteria: 1) Structure is on fire 2) Report of
thick black smoke from a structure 3) Multiple 911 calls reporting a structure fire and
CAD recognizes the address as being a high-rise structure
o 4 Engines, 4 Trucks, 1 Heavy Rescue, 2 ALS Units, 2 EMS Units (personnel), 4
Command Officers

•

2nd through 5th Alarm upgrades (MABAS Box Card 8-21 Structure Fire) – Upgrade
from command
o Additional Units: 4 to 13 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1 to 2 Heavy Rescues, 1 ALS Unit,
1 to 2 Command Officers, Rehab Trailer, 1 Command Post

•

MABAS Box Alarm (MABAS Box Card 8-21 Structure Fire) – Requires an upgrade
from Command above the initial five alarms (automatic aid) which will bring additional
mutual aid units at each alarm
o Additional Task Force per Alarm Level: Task Force equals 2 Engines, 1 Truck,
1 EMS, 2 Mutual Aid Chiefs

Fire Suppression Response Goal Development
The dynamics of fire growth is affected by issues such as station location, access and travel time, whether
a building has fire protection systems in place, and fire department staffing. The key is to have stations
appropriately located and staffed so that resources can arrive quickly enough with sufficient apparatus and
manpower to save lives and limit property damage.
A commonality to all fires is the structure and its inherent risk level, the contents involved, and how long
the fire has been allowed to burn. In establishing response time goals, the Department is guided, in part,
by research data on fire growth. Such data includes the time temperature curve, which identifies that fire
due to the burning of ordinary combustible materials follows the same progression of growth and typically
reaches the point of flashover in eight to ten minutes after the fire begins to free burn. Flashover
is the point when everything in the room reaches its ignition point and the entire room becomes engulfed
in flames. For the public, this situation is deadly and even a fully protected firefighter is believed to have
time for only two steps to escape before succumbing to the inferno. This flashover situation results in
tremendous heat, smoke and pressure, all serving to quickly worsen conditions within the rest of the
structure. The hotter the fire becomes, the quicker the heat transfers and the fire spreads.
Flashover is a critical stage in fire growth because its occurrence significantly reduces the odds of a victim
being saved. In addition, this stage signals a significant advancement in the combustion process
which will require more water and resources in order to sufficiently cool and halt the process. In plain
terms, a typical fire that has reached flashover signals that it is too late to save anyone in the room
involved and that more apparatus with more firefighters and larger hose streams will be needed to achieve
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extinguishment. The key to remember is that a fire doubles its size every second it is allowed to free
burn. As a result, the goal of a structure fire response is to arrive with adequate resources before the fire
reaches the point of flashover.

Critical Fire Tasks
These tasks must be conducted in a timely manner by firefighters at structure fires in order to control the
fire as quickly and efficiently as possible. Recent research studies have proven that this is even more
critical, as fires of today are occurring in lightweight structures containing modern furnishings.
Attack Crew Lines: Fire extinguishment is accomplished with handheld hose streams or master streams
(nozzles usually attached to the Engine or Truck). 1 ¾ inch hose with smooth bore nozzles that produce
up to 184 GPM are carried in 250 feet crosslays preconnected to the pump on the Engines and Trucks.
This line is typically handled by two firefighters. In addition, the Engines carry Skid Loads of 100 feet of
1 ¾ hose preconnected to 3-inch supply hose. These lines provide up to 150 GPM through an automatic
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fog nozzle and can be handled by two firefighters. The Engines and Trucks also carry a utility pack that
can be used for car fires or dumpster fires that are confined and not threatening any exposures. For larger
fires, a 2 ½ inch hose is used as a hand line, which flows up to 265 GPM and is handled by a minimum of
three firefighters. The Engines also carry 150 feet of 2 ½ inch hose and 50 feet of 2-inch hose that is used
for extinguishing fires in high-rise buildings or for interior standpipe operations.
The selection of attack line for a given situation depends on size-up considerations gained from the initial
arriving officer. These include, but are not limited to, the type of structure, the distance to the seat of the
fire, and the stage of the fire. The preconnected lines are the fastest to deploy but, depending on hydrant
location, can make establishing a positive water source more difficult for the attack Engine. Additionally,
they are limited to fires within 250 feet of the Engine or Truck. When attack lines are needed beyond this
distance, the skid loads are used. A 2 ½ inch attack line is used when the fire has surpassed the flashover
stage and threatens an unburned portion of the structure. Master Streams are typically reserved for
structures that have been declared unsafe resulting in defensive fire ground operations to protect
exposures.
Water Supply: In hydranted FMZ’s, this task entails supplying water from a fire hydrant to a pumping
apparatus and, depending on the hydrant location, can be accomplished with one or two firefighters. In
non-hydranted FMZ’s, this task is much more challenging and labor- intensive. Water Tenders need to be
utilized to shuttle water into the scene for firefighting operations and the entire operation must be
managed closely to ensure it is efficient and effective. Depending on many variables, including the extent
and location of the fire, this operation may require up to nine personnel to be successful.
Search and Rescue Crew: A minimum of two firefighters are assigned to search for and rescue fire
victims. A two-person crew is normally sufficient for moderate risk structures, but additional crews may
be required in multi-story buildings or structures with people who are not capable of helping themselves.
Ventilation Crew: Two firefighters are typically utilized to open a horizontal ventilation hole when the
attack crew is ready to enter the building. Vertical ventilation or ventilation of a multi-story building can
require more than two firefighters. When initiated properly and at the appropriate time, ventilation
removes superheated gases and other byproducts of combustion. This practice assists attack crews in
successfully completing fire extinguishment tactics.
Backup or Support Lines: A backup or support 1 ¾ inch to 2 ½ inch line is taken in behind the attack
crew to provide cover if the fire intensifies. These lines are also used in the event a problem develops with
the attack line or to protect the means of egress for the attack crew. Back up lines require a minimum of
two firefighters per line.
Rapid Intervention Team (RIT): A minimum of two firefighters equipped with personal protective
equipment (PPE), SCBA and tools are assigned to standby in a state of readiness in the event any
operating crews on the scene need emergency assistance or rescue. As supported by extensive research
conducted within the fire service industry, NSFD makes every attempt to compile at least one RIT
consisting of four personnel.
Pump Operator/Heavy Equipment Operator: One Heavy Equipment Operator (HEO) is assigned to
deliver water under the appropriate pressure to the operating hose lines. The HEO obtains a water
supply, completes hose connections and monitors the pressures.
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Incident Command / Operations / Safety: An Incident Commander (IC) is assigned to remain outside
of the structure to coordinate the attack, evaluate results, arrange for more resources, and monitor
conditions that might jeopardize safety. The IC continually evaluates the action plan and makes
adjustments as necessary. Until formally delegated, the IC is responsible for fulfilling all areas of Incident
Command, including the Operations Section and Safety Officer. As additional Chief Officers arrive on the
scene, these duties can be delegated to maintain an effective span of control.
Fire Responses - Benchmark
For 90 percent of all low, moderate, high and target risk structure fires, the total response
time for the arrival of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, shall be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

6 minutes 30 seconds
8 minutes 00 seconds

The first-due unit for all risk levels shall be capable of: providing a minimum of 500
gallons of water and a minimum of 1250 gallons per minute (gpm) pumping capacity;
initiating command; requesting additional resources; establishing and advancing an attack
line flowing a minimum of 150 gpm; establishing an uninterrupted water supply;
containing the fire; rescuing at-risk victims; and performing salvage operations. These
operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures
while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all moderate risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival
of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with a minimum of 18 firefighters and
officers in areas with hydrants, shall be:
o

Urban, ERF 18:

10 minutes 30 seconds

For 90 percent of all high risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival of the
effective response force (ERF), staffed with a minimum of 20 firefighters and officers in
areas without hydrants, shall be:
o

Rural Non-hydranted, ERF 20:

16 minutes 30 seconds

For 90 percent of all maximum risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival
of the ERF, staffed with 23 firefighters and officers, shall be:
o

Urban, ERF 23:

10 minutes 30 seconds

The ERF for moderate and high risk shall be capable of: establishing command;
providing an uninterrupted water supply; advancing an attack line and a backup line for
fire control; complying with the Wisconsin requirements of two in-two out; completing
forcible entry; searching and rescuing at-risk victims; ventilating the structure;
controlling utilities; and performing salvage and overhaul. The ERF for maximum risk
structure fires shall also be capable of placing elevated streams into service from aerial
ladders. These operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard
operating procedures while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
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Current Deployment Capabilities – Special Operations (Technical Rescue and Hazardous
Materials):
The North Shore Fire Department trains and prepares for four special operations disciplines.
They include hazardous material response, confined space rescue, trench rescue and ice/water
rescue.
The overall demand for a special operations response occurs at a dramatically reduced level in
comparison to routine calls. Despite acknowledged hazards within the community for each type
of discipline, the actual number of incidents requiring a Full Assignment response or greater
occurs infrequently. Historically, first response units have mitigated most special operations
events involving hazardous materials, technical rescue and/or ice/water rescues prior to an
upgrade of the initial alarm. As the sharing of resources has evolved throughout Milwaukee
County, the North Shore Fire Department has gained unrestricted access to two Heavy Rescue
Companies, a dive rescue team and one regional hazardous materials response unit that are
operated by the Milwaukee Fire Department. North Shore Fire Department units will respond to
indentify, isolate and prepare to mitigate special operations incidents, final resolution may occur
in cooperation with specialized Milwaukee Fire Department units that are trained and equipped to
the technician level.
All members of the North Shore Fire Department receive training in special operations-related
incidents. Annual training contains provisions for a wide array of classroom and practical
exercises dealing with hazardous materials, confined space rescue, low angle rescue, trench
rescue and ice/water rescue.
The Department also has the following special equipment available to respond to emergencies:
•
•

Special Operations 85: Special Operations Trailer with hazardous materials and technical
rescue equipment to supplement equipment on the Engines and Trucks (Station 85).
Boat 85: Zodiac Boat for water rescue (Station 85)

Hazardous Materials:
Critical Tasking for Hazardous Materials
Low Risk Hazardous Materials
Limited emergency condition which can be controlled by a single or two-unit response. The
incident is confined to a small area and does not require evacuation of anything other than the
involved structure or the immediate outdoor area. This incident will not require the use of
specialized chemical protective clothing or equipment but may require monitoring equipment
that is carried on all suppression apparatus. Examples of this type of incident are Carbon
Monoxide Alarm sounding with no symptoms, and an odor investigation.
Moderate Risk Hazardous Materials
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Emergency condition which can be controlled by a four-unit response. This incident is
typically confined to a small area and may require evacuation of the immediate area. This
incident will not require the use of specialized chemical protective clothing but may require
monitoring equipment carried on all suppression apparatus. An example of a moderate risk
hazardous material incident is a Natural Gas Leak. A response to a natural gas leak receives
an Engine, a Truck, a Med Unit and a Command Officer.
High Risk Hazardous Materials
Emergency condition involving a hazard or larger area which poses a potential threat to life or
property and may require limited evacuation of the surrounding area. Specialized chemical
protective clothing and monitoring equipment may be required. Limited utilization of the
Regional Hazmat Team resources or expertise may be required. The North Shore Fire
Department responds to high risk hazardous materials incidents as a First ResponderOperations Level Responder only. First Responders at the operations level are individuals
who respond to releases or potential releases of hazardous substances as part of the initial
response to the site for the purpose of protecting nearby persons, property, or the environment
from the effects of the release. They are trained to respond in a defensive fashion without
actually trying to stop the release. Their function is to contain the release from a safe distance,
keep it from spreading, and prevent exposures and assist other trained responders in non-hot
zone operations. A Hazardous Materials Initial Alarm will receive two Engines, one Truck,
one ALS Unit, one EMS Unit (personnel) and two Chief Officers.
Maximum Risk Hazardous Materials
Emergency condition involving a severe hazard or large area which poses an extreme threat
to life and property. Specialized chemical protective clothing may be required in addition to
special mitigation equipment and processes. The State of Wisconsin designates Regional
Hazardous Materials Response Teams (RHMRT). The teams’ purpose is to provide
assistance in hazardous materials emergencies. The team may be activated for any incident
involving hazardous materials spill, leak, explosion, injury or potential of immediate threat to
life, the environment, or property. The RHMRT may offer assistance that ranges from
telephone advice to a full Level A response. The regional team is operated by the Milwaukee
Fire Department. Additional resources can be accessed through Milwaukee County
Emergency Management, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the United
States Coast Guard (if the spill has occurred in navigable waterway). Personnel/resources can
be accessed by an upgrade to a Full Assignment and utilization of the MABAS system.
This is typically done by utilization of MABAS Box Card number 8-16.
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Establishing an Effective Response Force (Hazmat)
Critical Tasks
Incident Command/Ops/Safety
Investigation/Monitoring/Mitigation
Water Supply
Attack Line/Decon Setup
ALS
Aerial Operator
Safety (ISO)
Operations
Evacuation
On-Deck
Regional Hazmat Team

Low
1
2

Risk Level / # Firefighters
Moderate
High
Maximum
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
10 to 20

(number dependent on call needs)

Total Number of Personnel

3

9

15

26 to 36

Levels of Hazardous Materials Response
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o

Limited Odor Investigation (LIMIN) – Response to investigate an odor
o Single Heavy Piece non-emergency response

o

Limited Carbon Monoxide Alarm with No Symptoms (LIMCO) – Response
to investigate a CO Alarm sounding with no symptoms
o Single Heavy Piece non-emergency response

o

Limited Fluid Clean Up (LIMFL) – Response to minor fluid clean up typically
from a traffic accident
o Single Heavy Piece non-emergency response

o

Limited Natural Gas (LIMNG) – Response to a report of a natural gas leak or
odor of natural gas
o 1 Engine, 1 Truck, 1 ALS Unit, 1 Command Officer

o

Hazardous Materials Assignment (HAZMT MABAS Box Card 8-16
Hazardous Materials) – Response to investigate a chemical or unknown product
spill of significant quantity
o 2 Engines, 1 Truck, 1 ALS Unit, 1 EMS Unit (personnel), 1 Command
Officer

o

Full Assignment(FULL MABAS Box Card 8-16 Hazardous Materials) –
Typically an IC upgrade from a Hazardous Materials Assignment for additional
personnel and request for assistance from the Regional Hazmat Team

NORTH SHORE FIRE DEPARTMENT STANDARDS OF COVER

o
o
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4 Engines, 2 Trucks, 2 ALS Units, 1 EMS Unit (personnel), 3 Command
Officers, Regional Hazmat Resources

MABAS Box Alarm (MABAS Box Card 8-16 Hazardous Materials) –
Requires an upgrade from Command above the initial five alarms (automatic aid)
which will bring additional mutual aid units at each alarm
o Additional Task Force per Alarm Level: Task Force equals 2 Engines, 1
Truck, 1 EMS, 2 Mutual Aid Chiefs

Hazardous Materials Standards Response Goal Development
Hazardous Materials Responses – Benchmark
For 90 percent of all moderate, high and maximum risk hazardous materials incidents, the
total response time for the arrival of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, shall
be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

6 minutes 30 seconds
8 minutes 00 seconds

The first-due unit for all risk levels shall be capable of: providing a minimum of 500
gallons of water and a minimum of 1250 gallons per minute (gpm) pumping capacity;
initiating command; requesting additional resources; materials identification from a safe
distance; protect nearby persons, property, or the environment from the effect of the
release; responding in a defensive fashion; contain the release from a safe distance;
prevent exposures and assist other trained responders in non-hot zone operations. These
operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures
while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all moderate risk hazardous materials incidents, the total response time
for the arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 9 firefighters and
officers, shall be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural/Suburban :

10 minutes 30 seconds
16 minutes 30 seconds

For 90 percent of all high and maximum risk hazardous materials incidents, the total
response time for the arrival of the ERF, staffed with 15 firefighters and officers, shall be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural/Suburban:

10 minutes 30 seconds
16 minutes 30 seconds

The ERF for moderate, high and moderate risks shall be capable of: establishing
command; providing an uninterrupted water supply; ventilating the structure; controlling
utilities; assisting with area evacuation; protecting nearby persons, property, or the
environment from the effect of the release; containing the release from a safe distance;
assist other trained responders in non-hot zone operations. These operations shall be
done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures while providing for
the safety of responders and the general public.
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Special Operations – Ice/Water Rescue:
The North Shore Fire Department responds to ice/water rescue incidents infrequently. All
personnel are trained to be proficient at surface level rescue, utilizing a reach, throw, go
technique. The two Rescue Engines carry equipment to assist with these types of incidents.
Boat 85 is available if requested.
An Ice/Water Rescue Alarm will receive two Engines (a minimum of one being a Rescue
Engine), one Truck, two ALS Units, two Chief Officers and the MFD Dive Rescue and the
Coast Guard (if the rescue is on Lake Michigan).
Additional personnel/resources can be accessed by an upgrade to a Full Assignment or
utilization of the MABAS system. This is typically done by utilization of MABAS Box Card
number 8-15.
Critical Tasking for Ice/Water Rescue
High Risk Ice/Water
Emergency condition where an individual has fallen through the ice but is still at the surface
or an individual is in peril in open water, still at the surface close to a shoreline. For ice
rescue, a reach, throw, go rescue technique can be utilized with crews in specialized suits,
rope rigging, and equipment. For water rescue, a reach, throw technique can be utilized with
crews with personal flotation devices and appropriate equipment.
Maximum Risk Ice/Water
Emergency condition where an individual has fallen through the ice and has gone subsurface
or an individual in open water, still at the surface or subsurface that is not in close proximity
to the shoreline where specialized training, equipment and resources are needed.
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Establishing an Effective Response Force (Ice/Water)
Critical Tasks
Incident Command/Ops/Aide
Safety (ISO)
Operations
Mitigation Team
Go Team
Back Up Team
ALS
Rigging Team
Haul Team
On-Deck
Dive Team

Low

Risk Level / # Firefighters
Moderate
High
Maximum
1
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
8
3
3
3
4
8

Total Number of Personnel

19

38

Levels of Ice/Water Rescue Response
o Ice/Water Assignment (WATER MABAS Box Card 8-15 Ice/Water Rescue) –
Response for a report of a person in peril in open water or on ice.
o 2 Engines (1 being a Rescue Engine), 1 Truck, 2 ALS Units, 2 Chiefs, MFD
Dive Rescue and the Coast Guard (if on Lake Michigan)
o

Full Assignment (FULL MABAS Box Card 8-15 Ice/Water Rescue) – Typically
an IC upgrade from a Ice/Water Assignment for additional personnel and request for
assistance from the full Milwaukee Dive Team
o 4 Engines, 2 Trucks, 4 ALS Units, 4 Command Officers, Milwaukee Dive
Team and Fire Boat

o

MABAS Box Alarm (MABAS Box Card 8-15 Ice/Water Rescue) – Requires an
upgrade from Command above the initial five alarms (automatic aid) which will
bring additional mutual aid units at each alarm
o Additional Dive Team, 2 Command Officers per Alarm Level: Access to
several additional boats

Ice/Water Rescue Standards Response Goal Development
For 90 percent of all high and maximum risk ice/water rescue incidents, the total
response time for the arrival of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, shall be:
o
o
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The first-due unit for all risk levels shall be capable of: performing an evaluation of
situation; initiating command; requesting additional task specific resources; affecting
rescue if within the scope of their training level; performing critical tasks based off of
training certification levels; assist other trained responders in operations. These
operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures
while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all high risk ice/water rescue incidents, the total response time for the
arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 19 firefighters and officers,
shall be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

10 minutes 30 seconds
16 minutes 30 seconds

For 90 percent of all maximum risk ice/water rescue incidents, the total response time for
the arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 38 firefighters and officers,
shall be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

10 minutes 30 seconds
16 minutes 30 seconds

The ERF for high and maximum risks shall be capable of establishing command;
affecting or assisting with rescue if within the specified training level; assist other trained
responders in operations. These operations shall be done in accordance with
departmental standard operating procedures while providing for the safety of responders
and the general public.
Special Operations – Technical Rescue:
Technical rescue covers a variety of circumstances that may require specialized skills and
equipment. The North Shore Fire Department responds to vehicle extrications on a limited
level. The North Shore Fire Department responds to Trench or Confined Space Rescue
incidents infrequently. For Confined Space and Trench Rescue, the North Shore Fire
Department trains its personnel to the awareness level. The two Truck Companies carry
extrication and stabilization equipment. The two Rescue Engines and Special Operations 85
carry equipment to assist with these types of incidents. If a technician level is needed for
operations, the NSFD will call upon the expertise of the Milwaukee Fire Department Heavy
Urban Rescue Team (HURT) for assistance. A technical rescue response for trench rescue
will receive two Engines (a minimum of one being a Rescue Engine), one Truck, one ALS
unit, one EMS unit (personnel) and two Chief Officers. Additional personnel/resources can
be accessed by three additional alarm upgrades, which include the MFD HURT response and
utilization of the MABAS system. This is typically done by utilization of MABAS Box Card
number 8-17 Technical Rescue.
Critical Tasking for Technical Rescue
Moderate Risk Technical Rescue
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Emergency condition which typically can be controlled by the initial response. The incident
may require specialized knowledge and equipment but not the assembly of a specialized
team. Examples of a moderate risk technical rescue may be a vehicle accident with a subject
trapped or a vehicle into a structure with moderate damage to the structure.
High Risk Technical Rescue
Emergency condition which typically may be an upgraded response from initial dispatch.
The incident may have several patients/vehicles and will require specialized knowledge and
equipment but not the assembly of a specialized team. Examples of a high risk technical
rescue may be a vehicle extrication involving multiple vehicles and patients, vehicle
extrication involving large vehicles (i.e. semi, dump truck, bus,,etc).
Maximum Risk Technical Rescue
Emergency condition which involves a complex rescue condition. The event will typically be
extended in duration and require specialized knowledge and resources with the assembly of a
specialized team. Examples of a maximum risk technical rescue are trench and confined
space rescues. A maximum risk technical rescue has several levels of upgrades available to
the Incident Commander.
Establishing an Effective Response Force (Technical Rescue)
Critical Tasks

Low

Incident Command/Ops/Safety
Safety (ISO)
Operations
EMS Group
Triage
ALS
Extrication
Tech Rescue Awareness Assistance
Heavy Urban Rescue Team

Risk Level / # Firefighters
Moderate
High
Maximum
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
9
19
15
12

Total Number of Personnel

15

26

34

Levels of Technical Rescue Response
o

Extrication Assignment (JAWS MABAS Card 8-23) – Vehicle accident with

entrapment or vehicle into a structure.
o
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o

Full Assignment (FULL MABAS Card 8-23) - Multiple vehicle accident with
reports of multiple injuries and entrapment, difficult or prolonged extrication.
May be dispatch initiated or an upgrade from IC.
o
o

o

o

2020

4 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1 ALS Unit (Additional request by Command to match
number of patients), 1 EMS Unit (personnel), 3 Command Officers
2nd through 5th Alarm upgrades (MABAS Box Card 8-23) – Upgrade from
command (automatic aid)
▪ Additional Units: 4 to 13 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1 to 2 Heavy Rescues,
EMS Units (as requested by IC), 1 to 2 Command Officers, Rehab
Unit, 1 Command Post
MABAS Box Alarm (MABAS Box Card 8-23) – Upgrade from command
(mutual aid)
▪ 1 Strike Team of Ambulances (5 EMS Units) per box alarm level up
to 5 levels

Tech Rescue Assignment (TECHR MABAS Card 8-17 Technical Rescue) –
Report of a confined space or trench rescue.
o 2 Engines (1 being a Rescue Engine), 1 Truck, 1 ALS Unit, 1 EMS Unit
(personnel), 2 Command Officers
o Full Assignment (FULL MABAS Card 8-17 Technical Rescue) – Typical
upgrade from IC with additional information for the need for a special team
response
▪ 4 Engines, 2 Trucks, 1 Heavy Rescue, 2 ALS Units, 1 EMS Unit
(personnel), 3 Command Officers, MFD Heavy Urban Rescue Team
nd
o 2 through 3rd Alarm upgrades (MABAS Card 8-17 Technical Rescue) –
Upgrade from command for additional resources (automatic aid)
▪ Additional Units: 2 to 4 Engines, 1 to 2 Trucks, 1 Heavy Rescue, 2
ALS Units, Rehab Unit, 1 Command Post
o MABAS Box Alarm (MABAS Box Card 8-17 Technical Rescue) –
Upgrade from command (mutual aid)
▪ 1 Strike Team of Engines (5 Engines) per box alarm level up to 5
levels

Technical Rescue Responses – Benchmark
For 90 percent of all moderate, high and maximum risk technical rescue incidents, the
total response time for the arrival of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, shall
be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

6 minutes 30 seconds
6 minutes 30 seconds

The first-due unit for all risk levels shall be capable of: performing an evaluation of
situation; initiating command; requesting additional task specific resources; affecting
rescue if within the scope of their training level; performing critical tasks based off of
training certification levels; assist other trained responders in non-hot zone operations.
These operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard operating
procedures while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
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For 90 percent of all moderate risk technical rescue incidents, the total response time for
the arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 12 firefighters and officers,
shall be:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

10 minutes 30 seconds
10 minutes 30 seconds

For 90 percent of all high risk technical rescue incidents, the total response time for the
arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 26 firefighters and officers,
shall be:
o
o

Urban :
Rural:

10 minutes 30 seconds
16 minutes 30 seconds

The ERF for moderate and high risks shall be capable of: establishing command;
affecting or assisting with rescue, providing access to the patient(s), establishing and
maintaining patient contact, providing ALS Care, stabilize the situation, reduce, reverse
or eliminate the conditions that caused the emergency. These operations shall be done in
accordance with departmental standard operating procedures while providing for the
safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all maximum-risk technical rescue incidents, the total response time for
the arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 34 firefighters and officers,
shall be:
o
o

Urban :
Rural:

20 minutes 0 seconds
20 minutes 0 seconds

The ERF for maximum risk is capable of: establishing command; providing ALS care;
establishing and maintaining patient contact; stabilize the situation; provide adequate care
and support for the victim; reduce, reverse or eliminate the conditions that caused the
emergency, providing technical expertise. These operations shall be done in accordance
with departmental standard operating procedures while providing for the safety of
responders and the general public.
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EVALUATION OF CURRENT DEPLOYMENT AND PERFORMANCE
The North Shore Fire Department is committed to a process of self-evaluation and continuous
improvement. The Standards of Cover utilizes several measurements to evaluate and quantify the
Department’s current deployment and performance. Data has been collected over the past five-year
period and broken down to allow for a comprehensive review of the North Shore Fire Department’s
deployment and performance. Measurements included within this section include baseline performances,
incident counts, incident counts by type, responses by unit, calls by day of the week and hour of the day,
calls by district, calls by FMZ, comparison of bench mark to baseline performance, fire confinement,
percent of property saved, and return of circulation.
The Department recognizes that response times are one of many quantifiable measures. It is important to
recognize that the individual time elements are critical components of an organization’s ability to
positively impact the outcome of an emergency. The cascade of events necessary to complete an
effective initial response involves a series of tasks that occur in a specific chronological order.

Emergency Operations Cascade of Response Elements
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Time Points and Time Intervals - The Cascade of Events
1. Event Initiation Point -- the point at which factors occur that result in an activation of the
emergency response system. Precipitating factors can occur seconds, minutes, hours, or even
days before a point of awareness is reached. It is rarely possible to quantify this point.
2. Emergency Event Awareness -- the point at which a human being or technology (i.e., smoke
detector) becomes aware that conditions exist requiring activation of the emergency response
system.
3. Alarm -- the point at which awareness triggers an effort to notify the emergency response
system. An example of this time point is the transmittal of a local or central alarm to a Public
Safety Answering Point (PSAP). Again, it is difficult to determine the time interval during
which this process occurs.
4. Notification -- the point at which the PSAP receives an alarm. This transmittal may take the
form of electronic or mechanical notification received.
5. Alarm Processing(Dispatch Time(DT)) -- the interval between the first ring of the phone or
the first alert of the alarm panel at the dispatch center, and the time the dispatcher initiates the
notification of response units.
6. Turnout time (TOT) -- the interval between the activation of station and/or company alerting
devices and the time when the responding crew notifies the dispatcher by voice that the
company is responding.
7. Travel Time (TT) -- begins at the termination of the turnout time and ends when the
responding unit notifies the dispatcher that it has arrived on the scene.
8. On-Scene Time -- the point at which the responding unit arrives on scene.
9. Set-up Time -- the point at which operations to mitigate the event begins.
10. Termination of Incident -- the point at which units have completed the assignment and are
available to respond to another request for service.
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Response Times
The North Shore Fire Department develops response time expectations.
Total Response Time (TRT) is the most critical measure of evaluating performance to the end
user. A singular event’s TRT is defined by the following equation:

TRT = DT + TOT + TT
TRT = Total Response Time; DT = Dispatch Time; TOT = Turnout Time; TT = Travel Time
Dispatch Time
Dispatch Time (DT) is defined as the time between receiving the emergency call for service at the
Communication Center to the time units are assigned and alerted. Although we are not directly
involved with the management of the BCC, we have a good working team relationship with the
center and are allowed to provide input into the service provided.
Turnout Time
Turnout Time (TOT) is the time between station/company alerting and when companies notify
the dispatch center they are responding. NFPA 1710 (4.1.2.1) recommends an eighty (80) second
turnout time for fire calls and a sixty (60) second turnout time for EMS calls, this number is
unrealistic for a variety of reasons. Sleeping personnel must first dress, move through the
building and possibly down-stairs, check the location and route information on the wall map, don
turnouts completely and properly, take their seats and attach seatbelts, and the bay door must be
fully open, before the apparatus can move.
Travel Time
Travel Time (TT) is the time between units responding until they notify the dispatch center that
they are on scene.
The North Shore Fire Department utilizes performance ratings at the 90th percentile or higher for
the purposes of the Standard of Cover. Response times are generally in minutes:seconds format.

As a matter of consistency, the data presented for all elements have the following
exclusionary criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
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Calls with a non-emergency response
Calls with no recorded dispatch handling time or a recorded
call handling time of greater than four minutes.
Calls with no recorded turnout time or a recorded turnout time greater than four
minutes.
Calls with no recorded travel time or a recorded travel time of greater than 15
minutes.
Calls for request for mutual aid to be given to another community.
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Any additional exclusions, within the reported data, will be identified below.
Baseline Performances
EMS Responses
EMS Responses - Baseline
For 90 percent of all low -risk EMS Calls, the total response time for the arrival of the
first-due EMS capable unit, staffed with a minimum of two EMTs, is:
o

Urban:

7 minutes 27 seconds

o

Rural:

8 minutes 23 seconds

For 90 percent of all moderate -risk EMS Calls, the total response time for the arrival of
the first-due EMS capable unit, staffed with a minimum of two EMTs, is:
o

Urban:

6 minutes 57 seconds

o

Rural:

7 minutes 47 seconds

For 90 percent of all high-risk EMS Calls, the total response time for the arrival of the
first-due EMS capable unit, staffed with a minimum of two EMTs, is:
o

Urban:

6 minutes 29 seconds

o

Rural:

8 minutes 29 seconds

During the timeframe evaluated, there were no maximum risk EMS calls that required
and met the moderate concentration ERF for EMS calls within the data set. The first-due
unit for all risk levels is capable of: providing a minimum of Basic Life Support care;
initiating command; requesting additional resources; establishing and maintaining patient
contact; stabilizing the situation; providing adequate care and support for the victim;
reducing, reversing or eliminating the conditions that caused the emergency. These
operations are done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures while
providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all moderate-risk EMS calls, the total response time for the arrival of
the ERF, for a total ERF of four personnel (Minimum of two paramedics), is:
o

Urban, ERF 4:

10 minutes 57 seconds

o

Rural, ERF 4:

11 minutes 12 seconds

For 90 percent of all high-risk EMS calls, the total response time for the arrival of the
ERF, for a total ERF of fourteen personnel (Minimum of two paramedics), is:
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o

Urban, ERF 7:

11 minutes 10 seconds

o

Rural, ERF 7:

11 minutes 50 seconds
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During the timeframe evaluated, there were no maximum risk EMS calls that
required and met the moderate concentration ERF for EMS calls within the data
set. The ERF for moderate risk is capable of: establishing command; providing
ALS care; establishing and maintaining patient contact; stabilize the situation;
provide adequate care and support for the victim; reduce, reverse or eliminate the
conditions that caused the emergency. The ERF for high risk EMS calls shall be
capable of establishing command, providing ALS care, stabilize the situation,
assisting with Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation efforts, including placement and
utilization of the LUCAS device. The ERF maximum risk EMS calls shall also
be capable of providing access to the patient, perform triage and mass casualty
functions. These operations shall be done in accordance with departmental
standard operating procedures while providing for the safety of responders and
the general public.
EMS Responses – Baseline Data
Historical Perspective
Each data set has two sets of numbers. Reasoning for two separate numbers:
•
•
•

First unit to arrive on scene is an ALS transporting unit and transports
prior to arrival of second unit.
First unit is dispatched on a BLS call. An ALS transporting unit
upgrades the call to ALS but does not request a second unit or remainder
of the ERF.
The creation of a high-risk EMS call type of ALSNB was created in June
of 2016. The data evaluated is for 3.5 years.

Total Response Time Baseline – EMS Calls -– Entire Area – Low Risk
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for the
entire North Shore area for all low risk EMS calls.
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EMS - Low Risk - 90th Percentile
Times

2020

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:38

1:43

1:45

1:30

1:30

1:38

1:00

Rural

1:37

1:45

1:55

1:30

1:25

1:29

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:51

1:44

1:55

1:52

1:52

1:53

1:30

Rural

1:46

1:43

1:41

1:40

1:51

1:46

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

4:57

4:51

4:57

4:50

5:02

5:01

4:00

Rural

6:00

5:57

5:50

5:52

7:49

5:19

5:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

5:00

4:54

5:00

4:54

5:05

5:02

8:00

Rural

6:00

5:57

5:50

5:52

7:49

5:29

8:00

7:27

7:20

7:36

7:16

7:30

7:32

6:30

n=
11,168

n=
2,548

n=
2,387

n=
2,049

n=
2,161

n=
2,023

8:23

7:51

8:07

8:03

9:41

7:58

n = 249

n = 59

n = 52

n = 44

n = 52

n = 42

7:31

7:24

7:39

7:20

7:32

7:33

n=
11,147

n=
2,542

n=
2,382

n=
2,047

n=
2,155

n=
2,021

8:23

7:51

8:07

8:03

9:41

8:09

n = 249

n = 59

n = 52

n = 44

n = 52

n = 42

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution
Total
Response
Time
Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration
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Urban

Rural

Urban

Rural

7:30

6:30

7:30
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Total Response Time Baseline – EMS Calls – Entire Area – Moderate Risk ERF (4)
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for first
due apparatus and the ERF, for all service area classifications for moderate risk EMS
calls for service.
EMS - Moderate Risk - 90th
Percentile Times

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:20

1:26

1:22

1:15

1:14

1:18

1:00

Rural

1:32

1:33

1:36

1:22

1:16

1:17

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:42

1:34

1:41

1:45

1:45

1:45

1:30

Rural

1:39

1:23

1:35

1:46

1:31

1:44

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

4:50

4:50

4:52

4:50

4:50

4:49

4:00

Rural

5:35

5:59

5:28

5:34

4:58

5:46

5:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

8:50

8:10

8:41

9:07

8:50

9:36

6:30

Rural

9:19

9:34

7:13

10:07

8:44

9:58

6:30

6:57

6:51

6:59

6:58

6:58

6:56

6:30

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

n=
12,472

n=
2,510

n=
2,510

n=
2,396

n=
2,534

n=
2,522

7:47

7:46

7:43

8:06

7:07

8:26

n = 235

n = 36

n = 61

n = 51

n = 40

n = 47

10:57

10:13

10:44

11:13

10:54

11:41

n=
11,748

n=
2,283

n=
2,335

n=
2,282

n=
2,437

n=
2,411

11:12

11:15

9:30

12:21

10:30

12:06

n = 229

n = 35

n = 60

n = 50

n = 40

n = 44

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time
Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration
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Rural

Urban

Rural

7:30

9:00

9:00
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Total Response Time Baseline – EMS Calls – Entire Area – High Risk ERF (7)
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for first
due apparatus and the ERF, for all service area classifications for high risk EMS calls for
service.
EMS - High Risk - 90th Percentile
Times

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:21

1:20

1:21

1:19

1:12

NA

1:00

Rural

1:25

0:00

1:02

1:26

0:00

NA

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:27

1:24

1:29

1:23

1:13

NA

1:30

Rural

1:18

0:00

0:41

1:21

0:00

NA

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

4:34

4:28

4:56

4:23

4:29

NA

4:00

Rural

5:49

0:00

2:13

5:57

0:00

NA

5:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

9:33

8:04

9:12

10:59

9:21

NA

8:00

Rural

9:03

0:00

0:00

9:03

0:00

NA

8:00

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

6:29

6:24

6:50

6:14

5:53

NA

6:30

n = 216

n = 67

n = 69

n = 58

n = 22

NA

8:29

0:00

3:56

8:45

0:00

NA

n=3

n=

n=1

n=2

n=

NA

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

11:10

10:01

10:43

12:03

11:16

NA

n = 123

n = 42

n = 48

n = 28

n=5

NA

11:50

0:00

0:00

11:50

0:00

NA

n=2

n=

n=

n=2

n=

NA

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

Rural

Rural

Total Response Time Baseline – EMS Calls – Entire Area – Maximum Risk ERF
(15)
During the timeframe evaluated, there were no maximum risk EMS calls that required
and met the maximum risk concentration ERF for EMS calls within the data set.
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7:30

10:30

10:30
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Fire Responses
Fire Responses - Baseline
For 90 percent of all low risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival of the
first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, is:
o

Urban:

7 minutes 39 seconds

o

Rural:

7 minutes 09 seconds

For 90 percent of all moderate risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival
of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, is:
o

Urban:

7 minutes 07 seconds

For 90 percent of all high risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival of the
first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, is:
o

Rural:

5 minutes 42 seconds

During the timeframe evaluated, there were no maximum risk structure fires that required
and met the moderate concentration ERF for structure fires within the data set. The firstdue unit for all risk levels is capable of: providing a minimum of 500 gallons of water
and 1,250 gpm pumping capacity; initiating command; requesting additional resources;
establishing and advancing an attack line flowing a minimum of 150 gpm; establishing
an uninterrupted water supply; containing the fire; rescuing at-risk victims; and
performing salvage operations. These operations are done in accordance with
departmental standard operating procedures while providing for the safety of responders
and the general public.
For 90 percent of all low risk fires, the total response time for the arrival of the ERF,
staffed with 6 firefighters and officers, is:
o

Urban:

10 minutes 44 seconds

o

Rural:

13 minutes 57 seconds

For 90 percent of all moderate risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival
of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with a minimum of 18 firefighters and
officers in areas with hydrants, is:
o
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Urban, ERF 18:

12 minutes 8 seconds
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For 90 percent of all high-risk structure fires, the total response time for the arrival of the
effective response force (ERF), staffed with a minimum of 20 firefighters and officers in
areas without hydrants, shall be:
o

Rural Non-hydranted, ERF 20:

13 minutes 9 seconds

During the timeframe evaluated, there were no maximum risk structure fires that required
and met the moderate concentration ERF for structure fires within the data set. The ERF
for low, moderate, and high risk is capable of: establishing command; providing an
uninterrupted water supply; advancing an attack line and a backup line for fire control;
complying with the Wisconsin two in-two out requirements; completing forcible entry;
searching and rescuing at-risk victims; ventilating the structure; controlling utilities; and
performing salvage and overhaul. The ERF for moderate, high and maximum risk
structure fires is also capable of placing elevated streams into service from aerial ladders.
These operations are done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures
while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
Fire Responses - Baseline Data
Historical Perspective
Dispatch initiates a “Full Assignment” response if one of three criteria is met for
a structure fire:
•
•
•

Caller reports that the structure is on fire
Caller reports thick, heavy black smoke coming from a structure
Multiple 911 calls for the incident

For the purpose of consistency, the data for fire responses of first due apparatus
utilized all emergency fire responses (NFIRS 100 series). The fire response data
for the ERF for moderate and high risk fires is only for fires that were coded as a
“111” that received a minimum of the defined ERF.
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Total Response Time Baseline – Structure Fires – Entire Area – Low Risk ERF (6)
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for first due
apparatus and the ERF, for all service area classifications for low risk structure fire calls for
service.
Fire Suppression - Low Risk 90th
Percentile

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:39

1:57

1:28

1:27

1:30

1:29

1:00

Rural

1:45

1:03

1:13

0:36

1:05

1:55

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:42

1:43

1:39

1:36

1:42

1:54

1:30

Rural

1:33

1:12

1:21

0:36

1:32

1:52

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

5:20

4:33

4:43

5:15

5:32

5:14

4:00

Rural

4:27

3:19

5:48

3:36

4:15

4:20

4:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

8:25

8:39

7:32

7:41

7:54

6:14

8:00

Rural

10:32

12:44

5:57

4:12

4:33

9:25

8:00

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

7:39

7:04

6:32

7:53

7:44

8:29

6:30

n = 123

n = 30

n = 20

n = 23

n = 31

n = 19

7:09

5:24

7:34

4:48

6:52

7:07

n = 11

n=2

n=4

n=1

n=1

n=3

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

10:44

10:52

9:45

10:03

10:09

8:19

n = 75

n = 21

n = 13

n = 12

n = 18

n = 11

13:57

14:54

8:37

5:24

7:10

13:02

n=9

n=2

n=3

n=1

n=1

n=2

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time
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Rural

Rural

6:30

10:30

10:30
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Total Response Time Baseline – Structure Fires – Entire Area – Moderate Risk ERF (18)
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for first due
apparatus and the ERF, for all service area classifications for moderate (urban) risk structure fire
calls for service.
Fire Suppression - Moderate Risk
90th Percentile

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:27

1:04

1:16

1:28

1:19

1:34

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:39

0:52

1:30

1:41

1:45

1:39

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

4:47

4:53

4:25

4:29

4:27

4:45

4:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

9:19

9:02

8:29

8:02

10:16

10:05

8:00

7:07

5:04

6:30

6:45

7:25

7:15

6:30

n = 50

n=8

n = 11

n = 12

n=6

n = 13

12:08

11:09

11:10

11:45

13:05

12:42

n = 36

n=8

n=8

n=8

n=4

n=8

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution
Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration
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Urban

Urban

10:30
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Total Response Time Baseline – Structure Fires – Entire Area – High Risk ERF (20)
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for first due
apparatus and the ERF, for all service area classifications for high (rural) risk structure fire calls
for service. It should be noted there was one call for service in the fiver year data set.
Fire Suppression - High Risk - 90th
Percentile

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Rural

1:29

NA

NA

1:29

NA

NA

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Rural

1:15

NA

NA

1:15

NA

NA

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Rural

2:58

NA

NA

2:58

NA

NA

5:30

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Rural

10:25

NA

NA

10:25

NA

NA

14:00

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution

Rural

5:42

NA

NA

5:42

NA

NA

8:00

n=1

NA

NA

n=1

NA

NA

13:09

NA

NA

13:09

NA

NA

n=1

NA

NA

n=1

NA

NA

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration
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Rural

16:30
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Hazardous Materials Responses
Hazardous Materials Responses - Baseline
For 90 percent of all moderate risk hazardous materials incidents, the total response time
for the arrival of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, is:
o
o

Urban
Rural

7 minutes 21 seconds
7 minutes 54 seconds

During the timeframe evaluated, there were no high or maximum risk hazardous
materials incidents that required and met the moderate concentration ERF for hazardous
materials responses within the data set.
The first-due unit for all risk levels shall be capable of: providing a minimum of 500
gallons of water and a minimum of 1250 gallons per minute (gpm) pumping capacity;
initiating command; requesting additional resources; materials identification from a safe
distance; protect nearby persons, property, or the environment from the effect of the
release; responding in a defensive fashion; contain the release from a safe distance;
prevent exposures and assist other trained responders in non-hot zone operations. These
operations shall be done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures
while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all moderate risk hazardous materials incidents, the total response time
for the arrival of the ERF, staffed with 9 firefighters and officers, is:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

12 minutes 56 seconds
13 minutes 36 seconds

During the timeframe evaluated, there were no high or maximum risk hazardous materials
incidents that required and met the moderate concentration ERF for hazardous
materials responses within the data set. The ERF for moderate risk is capable of:
establishing command; providing an uninterrupted water supply; ventilating the structure;
controlling utilities; assisting with area evacuation; protecting nearby persons, property,
or the environment from the effect of the release; containing the release from a safe
distance. These operations are done in accordance with departmental standard operating
procedures while providing for the safety of responders and the general public.
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Hazardous Materials Responses - Baseline Data
Total Response Time Baseline – Hazardous Materials -– Entire Area –
Moderate Risk ERF 9
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for
the entire North Shore area for all moderate risk hazardous materials responses.
HazMat - Moderate Risk - 90th
Percentile

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:47

1:38

1:56

1:57

1:21

NA

1:00

Rural

1:46

0:33

1:45

1:36

1:11

NA

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:40

1:23

1:33

1:34

1:52

NA

1:30

Rural

1:51

1:15

1:18

1:51

1:46

NA

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

5:04

5:04

5:16

4:55

5:16

NA

4:00

Rural

5:28

3:26

2:29

4:44

5:37

NA

4:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

10:45

10:59

11:05

9:48

11:10

NA

8:00

Rural

11:25

10:01

12:40

6:32

8:29

NA

8:00

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

7:21

7:11

7:41

7:14

7:37

NA

6:30

n = 295

n = 78

n = 71

n = 74

n = 72

NA

7:54

5:09

5:20

7:33

8:04

NA

n = 13

n=2

n=2

n=4

n=5

NA

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

12:56

13:12

12:53

12:11

13:52

NA

n = 176

n = 50

n = 47

n = 50

n = 29

NA

13:36

11:44

15:31

8:22

10:41

NA

n=7

n=2

n=2

n=1

n=2

NA

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time
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Rural

Rural

6:30

10:30

10:30
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Technical Rescue
Technical Rescue Calls Baseline
Technical Rescue Responses – Benchmark
For 90 percent of all moderate, high and maximum risk technical rescue incidents, the
total response time for the arrival of the first-due unit, staffed with three firefighters, is:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

8 minutes 15 seconds
7 minutes 27 seconds

During the timeframe evaluated, there were no high or maximum risk technical rescue
that required and met the concentration ERF within the data set. The first-due unit for all
risk levels shall be capable of: performing an evaluation of situation; initiating
command; requesting additional task specific resources; affecting rescue if within the
scope of their training level; performing critical tasks based off of training certification
levels; assist other trained responders in non-hot zone operations. These operations shall
be done in accordance with departmental standard operating procedures while providing
for the safety of responders and the general public.
For 90 percent of all moderate risk technical rescue incidents, the total response time for
the arrival of the effective response force (ERF), staffed with 12 firefighters and officers,
is:
o
o

Urban:
Rural:

17 minutes 16 seconds
9 minutes 57 seconds

The ERF for moderate and high risks shall be capable of: establishing command;
affecting or assisting with rescue, providing access to the patient(s), establishing and
maintaining patient contact, providing ALS Care, stabilize the situation, reduce, reverse
or eliminate the conditions that caused the emergency. These operations shall be done in
accordance with departmental standard operating procedures while providing for the
safety of responders and the general public.
The ERF for maximum risk is capable of: establishing command; providing ALS care;
establishing and maintaining patient contact; stabilize the situation; provide adequate care
and support for the victim; reduce, reverse or eliminate the conditions that caused the
emergency, providing technical expertise. These operations shall be done in accordance
with departmental standard operating procedures while providing for the safety of
responders and the general public.
.
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Technical Rescue Responses - Baseline Data
Total Response Time Baseline – Technical Rescue -– Entire Area –
Moderate Risk ERF 15
The following times represent the baseline Total Response Time performance for
the entire North Shore area for all moderate risk technical rescue responses.
Technical Rescue - Moderate Risk 90th Percentile

2015 2019

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Benchmark

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:42

2:09

1:40

0:58

NA

NA

1:00

Rural

2:03

2:01

1:49

1:53

NA

NA

1:00

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:39

1:23

1:43

1:30

NA

NA

1:30

Rural

1:29

1:01

1:09

1:00

NA

NA

1:30

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

5:51

5:54

6:18

4:40

NA

NA

4:00

Rural

5:32

4:24

5:14

4:49

NA

NA

4:00

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

14:36

14:26

15:04

14:29

NA

NA

8:00

Rural

8:39

0:00

8:39

0:00

NA

NA

8:00

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

8:15

8:15

10:06

6:11

NA

NA

6:30

n = 48

n = 24

n = 12

n = 12

NA

NA

7:27

6:57

7:42

7:43

NA

NA

n=6

n=2

n=2

n=2

NA

NA

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

17:16

16:56

18:10

17:26

NA

NA

n = 12

n=7

n=2

n=3

NA

NA

9:57

0:00

9:57

0:00

NA

NA

n=1

n=

n=1

n=

NA

NA

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

Rural

Rural

6:30

10:30

10:30

The disparity between Urban and Rural timeframes was determined to be based on the majority of Urban
extrications took place on Interstate 43. Responding crews were faced with severe traffic cues due to the
accident resulting in extended response times.
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Data Baselines
The following section is a statistical overview of the current performance of the delivery system.
The Standards of Coverage uses historical data ranging from 2015 to 2019. The review should
offer the reader an understanding of the Department’s performance in relation to compliance with
existing standards to afford an analysis for possible changes to the system.
The following graph shows the annual calls for service. For 2019, the North Shore Fire
Department had 8,949 calls for service, which was the largest annual call volume in the
Department’s history. With the exception of 2017, annual increases are attributable to internal
and external increases in call volume. The Department has realized a 3-7 percent increase year to
year for calls originating within the North Shore area. One of the strategic goals for Shared
Services has been to increase the types of calls for service to utilize automatic aid.

ANNUAL INCIDENT TOTALS ALL INCIDENTS
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The following graph shows the annual requests for automatic/mutual aid. At the inception of the
Shared Services initiative, the requests for automatic aid was for structure fire responses only. As
the initiative has grown, it now includes: Structure Fires, ALS Responses, High-Rise Fires,
Smoke Investigation Responses, Vehicle Fires, Extrications, Natural Gas Responses, Carbon
Monoxide Responses, Change of Quarters, and Automatic Fire Alarms.

AUTOMATIC/MUTUAL AID RESPONSES

The following table shows the annual requests for service that originate within the North Shore
area.

ANNUAL NORTH SHORE INCIDENTS

Year
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
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Incidents
8142
7759
7226
7257
7002
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The following table shows the emergency calls for service further evaluated by specific incident
types and total by year.

INCIDENT TYPE - DETAIL

The following graph further breaks down the calls for service based on the day of the week.

CALLS BY DAY OF THE WEEK
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The following graph further evaluates the calls for service by time of day with each year depicted
by a different line color. Consistently, our higher frequency trend in call volume is between 0830
hours to 2030 hours. Conversely, the slowest time period is between 2030 hours and 0830 hours.

CALLS BY HOUR OF THE DAY
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The following graph depicts the annual calls for service broken down by the Community of
origin. As described in the Risk Assessment, the NSFD provides services to seven diverse
communities. Although our standard of coverage is based on a borderless geographic area, it is
beneficial to gather, analyze and review data that provides information for each individual
community because some decisions that affect our service are at the community level. A
component of the equation that determines a community contribution is usage. Although
Glendale is not the largest or most densely populated community, it has the highest call volume.
Reasons for the call volume can be attributed to an influx of daytime population due to
commuters in industrial areas and increased traffic due to large commercial shopping areas.
Additional call volume can be attributed to a concentrated population in nursing home care.

CALLS FOR SERVICE BY COMMUNITY
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The following graph breaks down the annual calls for service by origination in a Fire
Management Zone.

CALLS FOR SERVICE BY FIRE MANAGEMENT ZONE
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Efficiency
Ideally, workload would be equally divided among Stations, Units, and personnel. Unfortunately,
this is extremely difficult if not impossible to accomplish in an emergency service. The following
graphs depict responses by unit and unit activity. The data is a year to year comparison. The data
utilized is 2018 to 2019 comparison.

RESPONSES BY UNIT
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Reliability
A reliability study analyzes the availability of the North Shore Fire Department units to respond
to an incident. Increased reliability increases both distribution and concentration. Training
exercises, vehicle maintenance, and ongoing incident response limit a unit’s availability. In those
circumstances, another unit provides first response or participates in the effective response force.
The North Shore Fire Department measures reliability by calculating the unit hour utilization.
Industry standards view a Unit Hour Utilization (UHU) of .3 or higher for Paramedic
Units/Ambulances as an indication of a need for additional units or redeployment of current units.
A UHU of .1 or higher for Engines/Trucks indicates the need for additional units or redeployment
of current units.

UNIT HOUR UTILIZATION

how often a station responds to its assigned first due area although in some cases, a unit
responding to an incident in another station’s first due assignment area may net faster than
expected performance times.
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Calls
Emergency Medical Services calls make up the majority of responses for the North Shore Fire
Department. The Department has put considerable effort into increasing the percentage of
patients that are in cardiac arrest to a return of circulation (ROC).

Fire Calls
As a measure of performance of fire suppression capabilities, the Department has benchmarked
containment. It is the Department’s goals to contain the majority (50% or more) of structure fires
to the room of origin.

FIRE CONFINEMENT
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The following chart represents the amount of property that was saved in relation to the amount of
property that was at risk. The reduction in 2019 is directly attributable to the White Oaks Fire.

PERCENT OF PROPERTY AT RISK THAT WAS SAVED

The following maps show the computer generated travel times from each station within their
respective first-due areas.
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PLAN FOR MAINTAINING AND IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
The North Shore Fire Department has embraced the concept of continuous quality improvement,
specifically as it pertains to the delivery of its emergency services. The Chief utilizes the Strategic
Planning process to provide departmental direction. Each Strategic Goal is broken down to objectives,
which are updated annually, with quarterly progress updates to maintain and improve performance. The
Strategic Plan is reimagined on a three-year cycle, which includes internal and external stakeholder input.
Opportunities for improvement undergo a series of reviews. A staff review is conducted to evaluate the
opportunity for improvement and if the opportunity fits within the Strategic Goals of the Department.
This review typically, has included reviews of national, regional, and local trends/studies. Development of
a plan to meet the needs of the identified opportunity and is reported in the Strategic Plan objectives. If
the opportunity is a new discipline or warrants additional resources, a financial review is performed by
staff during budget preparation or capital improvement planning and reviewed by the Board of Directors
as part of the budget process. Finally, the opportunity and resulting plan undergoes a policy review to
determine policy review, revision and/or creation. Performance benchmarks are established.
On an annual basis the Department will maintain service and performance levels by ensuring the
Standards of Cover is maintained and current on an annual basis, which will include annual review of the
Risk Assessment, including the response demands and identifiable risks. Continuous monitoring and
evaluation of baseline performance measures and self-assessment is paramount to system maintenance
and improvement. Once gaps or opportunities are identified, revision of the plan will take place which
will include annual objective revision and budget preparation.

CORRELATION OF CRA-SOC TO CFAI ACCREDITATION MODEL
Provided below is the correlation matrix for documenting links between the Standards of Cover
developed by the North Shore Fire Department and Category II of the Self-Assessment model develop by
CFAI.
CFAI FESSAM 9th Edition - Performance Indicator / Core
Competency

CC

CC

CRA-SOC Page(s)

2A.1

Service area boundaries for the agency are identified,
documented, and legally adopted by the authority having
jurisdiction.

7-8

2A.2

Boundaries for other service responsibility areas, such as
automatic aid, mutual aid, and contract areas, are
identified, documented, and appropriately approved by
the authority having jurisdiction.

8-9

2A.3

The agency has a documented and adopted methodology
for organizing the response area(s) into geographical
planning zones.

9-10

2A.4

The agency assesses the community by planning zone
and considers the population density within planning
zones and population areas, as applicable, for the purpose
of developing total response time standards.

11-74
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2A.5

Data that includes property, life, injury, environmental,
and other associated losses, as well as the human and
physical assets preserved and or saved, are recorded for a
minimum of three (initial accreditation agencies) to five
(currently accredited agencies) immediately previous
years.

134-135

2A.6

The agency utilizes its adopted planning zone
methodology to identify response area characteristics
such as population, transportation systems, area land use,
topography, geography, geology, physiography, climate,
hazards and risks, and service provision capability
demands.

11-74

2A.7

Significant socio-economic and demographic
characteristics for the response area are identified, such as
key employment types and centers, assessed values,
blighted areas, and population earning characteristics.

11-74

2A.8

2A.9
CC

CC

2B.1

The agency identifies and documents all safety and
remediation programs, such as fire prevention, public
education, injury prevention, public health, and other
similar programs, currently active within the response
area.
The agency identifies critical infrastructure within the
planning zones.
The agency has a documented and adopted methodology
for identifying, assessing, categorizing, and classifying
risks throughout the community or area of responsibility.

75-77

11-74
11-74

2B.2

The historical emergency and non-emergency service
demands frequency for a minimum of three immediately
previous years and the future probability of emergency
and non-emergency service demands, by service type,
have been identified and documented by planning zone.

11-74

2B.3

Event consequence loss and save data that includes
property, life, injury, environmental, and other losses and
saves are assessed for three (initial accreditation
agencies) to five (currently accredited agencies)
immediately previous years.

134-135

2B.4

The agency’s risk identification, analysis, categorization,
and classification methodology has been utilized to
determine and document the different categories and
classes of risks within each planning zone

2B.5

Fire protection and detection systems are incorporated
into the risk
analysis.

2B.6

The agency assesses critical infrastructure within the
planning zones for capabilities and capacities to meet the
demands posed by the risks.
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CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

2C.1

2C.2

CC

The agency has a documented and adopted methodology
for monitoring its quality of emergency response
performance for each service type within each planning
zone and total response area.

79-113

114-135

2C.3

Fire protection systems and detection systems are
identified and considered in the development of
appropriate response strategies.

2C.4

A critical task analysis of each risk category and risk
class has been conducted to determine the first due and
effective response force capabilities, and a process is in
place to validate and document the results.

90-113

2C.5

The agency has identified the total response time
components for delivery of services in each service
program area and found those services consistent and
reliable within the entire response area.

114-125

2C.6

The agency has identified the total response time
components for delivery of services in each service
program area and assessed those services in each
planning zone

114-125

2C.7

2C.8

CC

Given the levels of risks, area of responsibility,
demographics, and socio- economic factors, the agency
has determined, documented, and adopted a methodology
for the consistent provision of service levels in all service
program areas through response coverage strategies.

2D.1

The agency has identified efforts to maintain and improve
its performance in the delivery of its emergency services
for the past three (initial accreditation agencies) to five
(currently accredited agencies) immediately previous
years.
The agency’s resiliency has been assessed through its
deployment policies, procedures, and practices.
The agency has documented and adopted methodology
for assessing performance adequacies, consistencies,
reliabilities, resiliencies, and opportunities for
improvement for the total response area.

99, Appendix B

136

90

115-136

2D.2

The agency continuously monitors, assesses, and
internally reports, at least quarterly, on the ability of the
existing delivery system to meet expected outcomes and
identifies the remedial actions most in need of attention.

137

2D.3

The performance monitoring methodology identifies, at
least annually, future external influences, altering
conditions, growth and development trends, and new or
changing risks, for purposes of analyzing the balance of
service capabilities with new conditions or demands.

137
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2D.4

CC

CC

The performance monitoring methodology supports the
annual assessment of the efficiency and effectiveness of
each service program at least annually in relation to
industry research.

137

2D.5

Impacts of incident mitigation program efforts, (such as
community risk reduction, public education, and
community service programs), are considered and
assessed in the monitoring process.

2D.6

Performance gaps for the total response area, such as
inadequacies, inconsistencies, and negative trends, are
determined at least annually.

2D.7

The agency has systematically developed a continuous
improvement plan that details actions to be taken within
an identified timeframe to address existing gaps and
variations.

137

2D.8

On at least an annual basis, the agency formally notifies
the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) of any gaps in the
operational capabilities and capacity of its current
delivery system to mitigate the identified risks within its
service area, as identified in its standards of cover.

Strategic Plan Annual
Update

2D.9

On at least an annual basis, the agency formally notifies
the AHJ of any gaps between current capabilities,
capacity, and the level of service approved by the AHJ.

137

2D.10

The agency interacts with external stakeholders and the
AHJ at least once every three years, to determine the
stakeholders’ and AHJ’s expectations for types and levels
of services provided by the agency.
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APPENDIX A: DEPARTMENT MAJOR MILESTONES
•
•

1995 - North Shore Fire Department is created
1997 - Insurance Service Organization (ISO) evaluation of the North Shore Fire
Department
o Of the five communities with hydrants and full-time fire departments prior to
consolidation (Brown Deer, Fox Point, Glendale, Shorewood, Whitefish Bay) the
evaluation showed a net improvement of their commercial risk insurance rating. These
communities respectively improved their rating from a class four to a class two fire
department (Fox Point improved from a class five to a class two). For the two
communities without hydrants, which were Paid-On-Call fire departments prior to
consolidation (Bayside, River Hills), the evaluation showed a net improvement of their
commercial risk insurance rating. These communities respectively improved their rating
from a class seven to a class five.
• 1998 - Implementation of a Paramedic First Responder (PFR) Program
o To enhance the NSFD ALS services provided to our constituents, the NSFD developed
and received Milwaukee County EMS approval for a PFR program. NSFD was the first
Department within the County EMS System to implement a PFR program. When
staffing levels dictate, single paramedics, on a unit, can perform identified ALS skills
prior to the arrival of a paramedic-staffed ambulance.
• 1998 - Implementation of a second (cross-staffed) Paramedic Unit
o Prior to consolidation and up to 1998, the North Shore area was serviced by one
Paramedic Unit, which was staffed daily with three Paramedics, and four BLS units. To
enhance ALS service delivery, the NSFD petitioned Milwaukee County EMS for a
second Paramedic Unit. The proposal was to staff both units with two Paramedics.
Permission was granted, at reduced funding. Med Unit 84 remained a fully staffed (two
paramedics) Unit, while a new Med Unit 81 was placed in service as a cross-staffed unit
(two paramedics). The number of BLS transport units was reduced to three units.
• 2004 - North Shore Fire Department relocated Station 5 north to its current location
o At the inception, the North Shore Fire Department provided service out of five stations to
seven communities. The five stations were in existence at the time of consolidation. The
provisions of the consolidation guided administration to seek opportunities to increase
operational and response effectiveness to the northeast response area. In 2004, the
Department opened a new Station 5 in Bayside and decommissioned the older station in
Fox Point.
• 2006 - Reduction of minimum daily staffing from 30 personnel per day to 29 personnel per day
o Due to budgetary constraints, the Board of Directors changed daily minimum staffing to
29 personnel per day. From the onset, the Department had two Tenders, one was staffed
and one was cross-staffed. With the reduction of minimum staffing, both Tenders
became cross-staffed units at minimum staffing days.
• 2006 - North Shore Fire Department joined the newly formed MABAS (Mutual Aid Box Alarm
System) Division 107
o Prior to the development of MABAS Division 107, the North Shore Fire Department
relied upon separate mutual aid agreements from several departments. Mutual Aid
responses were uncoordinated and had inherent flaws. The purpose of the development of
Division 107 was to coordinate the effective and efficient provision of mutual aid during:
emergencies, natural disasters, and/or man-made catastrophes. MABAS Division 107
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was made up of all Milwaukee County Fire Departments with the exception of the
Milwaukee Fire Department. MABAS provided immediate assistance to personnel and
equipment and allowed for access to specialized equipment. MABAS also provided a
contractual agreement between departments, covering responsibilities and liabilities, and
standardized departments in the areas of policies, communications, responses, incident
management system and personnel accountability.
2007 - The North Shore Fire Department experienced a failure of the five year
Underwriter’s Laboratory (UL) Service Test of one of its three front line Aerial Trucks
o From inception, the North Shore utilized a three Truck system to provide coverage within
the North Shore. Due to the premature decommissioning of this apparatus and inability to
fund a capital purchase of this size, the North Shore restructured its coverage plan to a
two Truck system and developed plans to reduce Truck responses and mileage.
2008 - The North Shore Fire Department implemented a Rescue Engine plan
o The Department changed how it responds to vehicle accidents, technical rescue responses
and automatic fire alarms. These responses typically received a Truck as one of the
response vehicles due to the equipment it carried. This change was implemented to
improve the response time of a second arriving fire suppression company to incidents and
to reduce the number of Truck Company responses. The Department realized a need to
reduce the Trucks call volume and implemented the Rescue Engine concept.
2008 - Reduction of minimum daily staffing from 29 personnel per day to 27 per day
o Due to budgetary constraints, the Board of Directors changed daily minimum staffing to
27 personnel per day. This action reduced staffing on the southern stand-alone Quint
(Truck 3) from four to three. Action also took a cross-staffed Engine (Engine 11) out of
service.
2008 - Implementation of a Second (Non-cross-staffed) Paramedic Unit and Flex Staffed Third
Paramedic Unit
o To enhance ALS service based on statistical data, the NSFD petitioned Milwaukee
County EMS for the second Paramedic Unit to be staffed at all times (no cross-staffing)
and to allow a third Paramedic Unit to be placed in service on days that staffing permitted
(i.e. six paramedics on duty). Med Unit 84 remained a fully staffed (two paramedics)
Unit, Med Unit 81 became a fully staffed Unit, and Med Unit 85 was placed in service on
days that staffing permitted. On days Med Unit 85 could be placed in service, the North
Shore would have two BLS transport units in service. On days Med Unit 85 could not be
staffed, the North Shore would have three BLS transport units in service.
2011 - Insurance Service Organization (ISO) evaluation of the North Shore Fire
Department
o Reevaluation of the ISO rating was conducted, for hydranted areas, with no change in the
ratings. Since the previous ISO evaluation in 1997, areas of Bayside did receive water
service thus experiencing a change in their rating from a five to a two.
2012 - Movement of fire dispatch operations to the newly consolidated Bayside
Communications Center
o Since the NSFD inception, fire dispatch operations were contracted to North Shore
Dispatch which handled police dispatching for three of the seven communities that make
up the North Shore. North Shore Dispatch was the PSAP for the three communities but
received 911 transfers from the other four communities. The Bayside Communications
Center is the singular PSAP for the North Shore and provides police and fire dispatching
for all seven communities, eliminating the call transfer process. With the move to
Bayside Communications was the implementation of the software product “Locution”.
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Locution serves to decrease the call handling time of the dispatch center by automating
the dispatching of units once an address and call type is known and allowing the
dispatcher to stay on the line with the caller to gather additional information.
The North Shore Fire Department entered in to a functional consolidation effort with the
Wauwatosa Fire Department
In an effort to increase fiscal responsibility and to create efficiencies, the North Shore
Fire Department developed and implemented a functional consolidation plan in the areas
of Training and Maintenance. In particular, the two departments share a Battalion Chief
in charge of Training and a Battalion Chief in charge of maintenance. The efforts have
spawned a Joint Fire Training Academy and a Shared Reserve Apparatus program.
Reduction of minimum daily staffing from 27 personnel per day to
24 per day
Due to budgetary constraints, the Board of Directors changed daily minimum staffing to
24 personnel per day. This action removed a BLS ambulance (A3) from service. It also
took a cross-staffed Engine (Engine 2) out of service on days that staffing is at minimum.
The Department reorganized and committed to staffing three ALS/BLS units daily.
ALS/BLS units (M81, M82, M83) were relocated for better ALS response capabilities.
The fourth BLS unit is utilized for inspecting during normal work hours during the week,
placed in service when not inspecting or as call volume dictates.
North Shore Fire Department entered in to a Shared Services Agreement with seven fire
departments, all with contiguous borders with the City of Milwaukee Fire Department
NSFD entered in to Mutual an Automatic Aid agreement with seven Fire Departments
aptly titled a Shared Service Agreement. The purpose of the Shared Services agreement
is to provide constituents of the participating fire departments the fastest appropriate
response to fire and EMS emergencies regardless of municipal borders. The Shared
Services Operations’ Committee is charged with development of responses in the areas of
communications, safety, and operations. The direction is for continued development with
a goal of borderless dispatch with seamless operations.
The Department received its first ever Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in
Financial Reporting from the Government Finance Officers Association
Award demonstrates the transparency in reporting and high quality of our financial
management.
North Shore Fire Department, in conjunction with the North Shore Health Department
institutes the NFPA’s “Remembering When” Program
The CRRB and North Shore Health Department applied for and received a grant from the
National Fire Protection Association to combat the statistics that 85 percent of the
Department’s emergency medical calls that are a result of a traumatic injury for people
over the age of 65 are caused by falls.
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APPENDIX B – RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
NSFD RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Construction Type
1 - Fire Resistive
2 - Non-Combustible
3 - Ordinary
4 - Heavy Timber
5 - Wood Frame

Occupant Load
00–9
210 - 49
450 - 149
6150 – 299
8300 - 499
10 500 or more

Truss Components
0 - None
2 - Partial
4 - Throughout

Self Preservation
0No assistance needed
3Little assistance required
6Moderate assistance required
9Significant assistance required

Largest Space
0 - 9,999 square feet or less
1 - 10,000 - 24,999 square feet

Water Supply
0 - 1,000 feet or less to hydrant
5 - Tender operations required (800 feet or less to
dump site)
10 - Tender operations required (801 feet or greater to
dump site)

2-

25,000 – 49,999 square feet

34-

50,000 – 249,999 square feet
250,000 square feet or greater

Exposures
1 - 1 exposure
2 - 2 exposures
3 - 3 exposures

Suppression Systems
0–
Sprinklers (Full)
2Sprinklers (Partial)
4Standpipe only
6No protection

Levels (inc. basement & walkable attics)
0 - 1 to 3 levels
2 - 4 to 6 levels
3 - 7 or more levels

Alarm Systems
0Full detection & Monitored
2Partial detection & Monitored
4Local only (includes local battery operated
detectors)
6None

Hazardous Materials
0 - None
3 - Low volume
6 - Moderate volume
9 - Large Volume or extremely dangerous
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APPENDIX C – COMPUTER GENERATED TRAVEL TIMES
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The following map shows the entire North shore area computer generated travel times.
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